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Abstract
The reasonswhich lead oneto expectthat, at high enoughdensity and (Or) high enoughtemperature,anew form of matter—thequark-gluon

plasma— shouldexist, arereviewedanddiscussed.It is shown that therelevantvaluesof thedensityandtemperaturearelikely to be met in head-on
heavy ion collisions provided that the incident ion energyis in therangeof 100 GeV per nucleon.The experimentalobservationof theexpected
signals is discussed.Recent information on an collisions at ISR energyis reviewed.Built out of separatecontributionswhich can be read
independentlyof one another,this reviewprovides a global approach to thequestionof quark matter and itspossibleobservationin heavy ion
collisions.



Foreword

This PhysicsReportsissue bringstogetherthe textsof the reviewtalkspresentedduring a one-day
sessiondevotedto quark matter formation and heavy ion collisions, organizedas part of the XVIII
Rencontrede Moriond, held at Les Arcs, France,in March 1982. In view of the interest presently
inspiredby this still somewhatspeculativebut quite promising facetof high energyphysics,which also
appearsas an interestinginterfacebetweennuclearand particle physics,it is deemedappropriateto
publish this set of articlesas a separateand specializedreview. Such a documentshould be useful to
trigger interest amongparticle and nuclear physicistsalike about a new domain of physics where
experimentationpossibilitiescould soondevelop.It shouldalso be helpful in assessingthe potentialof
suchinvestigations,showingwherea consensusprevailsandwheredoubtsremain-

In its own modestway this issuealso bearswitnessto the fact that the Rencontresde Moriond have
becomeaninstitution in particlephysics.At first discussionmeetingsfor Frenchparticlephysicists,they
haverapidly grown into a successfulseriesof internationaltopicalmeetings.Eachrencontreoffers the
opportunity to discuss,in depth, recentfindings and new ideasin a particular domain of high energy
physics,andthis in the pleasantandstimulatingwinter atmosphereof a mountainresort.

M. JACOB

Geneva,May 1982
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1. Introduction

M. JACOB
CERN, Geneva,Switzerland

Heavyion collisions as discussedin this reviewleadus to a novel domainboth in energyandmatter
density.Experimentalinformationis at bestlimited to a few eventsobservedin cosmicray interactions
or to ions probablytoo light to be of muchrelevance.We haveindeedin mind centre-of-massenergies
of the order of 10 GeV per nucleon or larger, andions massiveenoughthat head-oncollisions could
resultin very largeenergydensitiesof the orderof 1 GeV/fm3, to be foundover volumeswhich would
greatly exceed in size that occupied by a single hadron. To obtain a nucleon—nucleoncollision
centre-of-massenergyof 20 GeV in a fixed targetnucleus—nucleuscollision we needan impinging ion
with close to 200GeV per nucleon.This is almost two ordersof magnitudeabovewhat is presently
consideredas “high energy” in heavy ion collisions [1]. We are thereforeled into an entirely new
domain of investigation, where the compositenature of the nucleon in terms of quarks appears
presentlyas far moreimportantthan the compositenatureof the nucleusin termsof nucleons.It opens
the possibility to reachboth very high energydensitiesand very high quark densitiesover extended
volumes. The great interest for such conditionsoriginates from recentdevelopmentsin quantum
chromodynamics,QCD, which make it very plausible that, while colour confinementshould prevail
under standard circumstances,deconfinementshould occur at sufficiently high density and (or)
temperature[2]. Under such conditions,which could havebeenthoseof the very earlyUniverse,less
than iO~sec after the Big Bang, a new state of matter referred to as “quark matter” or as a
“quark-gluonplasma”is likely to exist. In this state,quarkswould still besensitiveto the (perturbative)
part of their interactionsthroughthe gluonfield, actingnow as a long rangeforce, but no longerto the
(non-perturbative)string tension at larger distances(>1 fm) which parametrizesconfinementunder
standardcircumstancesandresultsfrom the natureof the QCD vacuum.Reachingvery high matteror
energydensitiesoverarelatively largevolume (ascomparedto the hadronsize)should alter the usual
long rangepropertiesof the vacuumandcould thusrevealhithertounknownphenomena[3].

Assumingthat this is the case,what are the parametersfor such a transition?Could the necessary
conditionsbe achieved in heavy ion collisions at the energiespreviouslymentioned?How could one
then observethe quark-gluon plasmawhich would be createdthis way, and which are the specific
signalswhich could be recognizableagainstthe backgroundresulting from an expectedhuge multi-
plicity of secondaries?The purposeof this review is not so much to answerall thesequestionsin a
preciseway than to set the stagefor a wider discussion,trying to assessas far aspossibleat presentthe
physics potentialof heavyion collisions at very high energies[4].

While the a priori most favorable case, uranium—uraniumcollisions in the energy range just
consideredwould require an importantand dedicatedmachine,the possibilitiesof using existinghigh
energyproton machinesat acceleratingmedium size ions arepresentlyattractingsomeattention.This
could be a way of performingsomeexploratory(and perhapsalreadydecisive)work with a relatively
limited effort. It is thereforedeemedappropriateto review the pertinentphysics questionsin some
detail, as attemptedthroughthis seriesof papers.

0 370-1573/82/0000—0000/$1.25 © 1982 North-HollandPublishingCompany



326 Quark matterformation andheavyion collisions

At presentthere seemsto exist a rathergeneral consensusthat quarksare no longer subject to
spatialconfinementwithin small-sizehadronsin any larger domain wherethe density and (or) the
temperaturewould be high enough. This is more a consensusthan a proof since the nature of
confinementin QCD is not yet fully understood[5]. Nevertheless,the consensusgoesfurtherand one
may quotevalues for the energydensityand the temperaturebeyondwhich colour should no longer
appear as confined. Both phenomenologicalmodels and lattice QCD calculationsgive converging
values.Theenergydensityshouldexceedvalues of the orderof 0.4GeV/fm3. This is aboutthe sameas
the energydensitywithin a hadron(the standardconfinementvolume). It is, however,clearly in excess
of the energydensity inside a nucleus, which is of the order of 0.15GeV/fm3. At the sametime, the
temperaturebeyondwhich the quark matter phaseshould replacethe standardhadronic phaseof
matter is expectedto be of the order of 200MeV. The general reasonsfor the occurrenceof a
deconfinedphaseunder suchconditionsare discussedin somedetail in ref. [2]. This phaseshouldbe
viewed as a coalescence,or perhapspercolation,of hadronsinto larger entitiesand not as an actual
separationof free quarks.At an intuitive level onemaysaythatwhenhadronsaresqueezedtogetherso
that the overall energydensityequalsthat insideeachof them, the pressureof the vacuumseparation
betweenhadron bagsdisappearsand hadronsmerely coalesceinto one single largebag within which
quarkscan freely move, interactingperturbatively.On the otherhand,onemaysaythat at highenough
temperaturesaconfigurationwith asingle flux tubeextendingbetweentwo separatedcolouredquarks,
and thus imposingeventually confinement,is no longer strongly enough favoured in comparisonto
numeroushigher energyconfigurations, in which the gluon field extendsfurther and further out into
space.This resultsin a decreasingforce with increasingdistance,which is no longer able to confine.

This reviewfirst considersthe possiblephasetransitionandthe determinationof the critical valuesof
the energydensity and temperaturebeyond which confinementshould no longer hold. In order to
illustrate the typeof consensusachievedthis is donefollowing two quite different approaches.In the
formerandphenomenologicalone,presentedby J. Rafeiski, which constitutessection2 of this report,
oneconsidersseparatelyahadrongas,as it is knownto exist below the Hagedornlimiting temperature,
andaquark-gluonplasma,which oneexpectsto occurat high enoughtemperature.Onethen explores
how the two different pictures may mergefor parametervalues which may be thus thoseof a phase
transition. In the latterone,basedon latticegaugetheory andpresentedby H. Satz in section3 of this
report,onestudiesthe thermodynamicsof anon-Abeliangluon field coupledto fermions,calculatingthe
pertinentpartition functionon thelattice.The evaluationiscarriedout with thehelpof thepresentlyvery
popularMonteCarlotechniquesof latticegaugetheory.Theoccurrenceof aphasetransitionis thenmost
dramaticallysignalledby a singularity-likebehaviourof the specific heatas a function of temperature.
Goingthroughsections2 and3 of this report,thereaderwill beable to assessthetypeof consensuswhich
presentlyprevails, not only for the occurrenceof a deconfinedquark matter phasebut also for the
determinationof the typical valuesof the parametersdefining the transition.

The critical temperaturecorrespondingto the phasetransitiondependson the quark densityor on
the chemicalpotential of the system.Relatively low for very high densities(neutronstar regimeor
fragmentationregion in heavyion collisions)it would reachthe quotedvalueof the order of 200MeV,
at low quark density (Early Universe of Central region in heavy ion collisions). This is discussedin
section2. In betweenthe hadronphaseand the quark-gluonplasma phase,there could also be an
intermediatephasewherechiral symmetrywould still be spontaneouslybrokenand thuswith massive
quarks.This is discussedin section3 [6].

Having gainedsomeconfidencein the existenceof a phasetransitionandhavingobtainedsomewhat
reliable estimatesfor the relevantvalues of the key parameters,onemay addressthe next essential
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questionwhich is, can such densitiesbe reachedin head-onheavyion collisions, assumingcentre-of-
massenergiesof severalGeV per nucleon.Again thereseemsat presentto existaconsensusthat this is
indeedthe case.In the most favourablecaseof head-onU—U collisions (with an impactparameterof less
than1 fm, say)energydensitiesin excessof 1.5GeV/fm3shouldbereachedoveran appreciablevolume
[7]. The high densityvaluethusobtainedshould only slowly decreasewith atomicnumber.Evenwith
mediumsize ions oneshouldthusbe ableto reachthe energydensitiespreviouslyassociatedwith the
phasetransition to quark matter.

In this reviewwe shall approachthis new questionagainfrom two quite differentpointsof view in
order to illustrateonceagainthe typeof consensuswhich prevails.Oneline of approach,presentedby
J. Kapustain section4 of this report is basedon hydrodynamicalconsiderations.Oneobtainsthis way a
rather dramatic though perhapstoo “collective” picture of heavy ion collisions. While very large
densities are expected to be reached, the vanishing mean free path of the hydrodynamicalap-
proximationis at oddswith the relativepermeabilityof nuclearmatterto quarks,with ameanfree path
of the orderof 0.5 fm. The otherline of approach,followed hereby L. McLerran in section5, consists
in getting a lower limit for the energydensityreachedthrough the collision, consideringonly the
co-moving hadronswhich are likely to be trappedin nuclearmatter after having been formed. This
appearspresentlyas a more realistic point of view. Estimatesfor the energydensityreachedin the
centralregion (negligible quarkdensity) comparewith thosemadefor the fragmentationregion (high
quark density)[4].

While the readerwill thusbeableto realizethe typeof consensuswhich seemsagainto prevail with
respectto the energydensity attainablein heavy ion collisions, the question of thermalizationmay
howeverappearas far less settled.Although it is possiblethat sometypeof equilibriumwill bereached
within the volume occupiedby the quark-gluonplasma,it is howevernot yet takenfor grantedthat a
high densitysystemwill be large enoughandlong-lived enoughfor this to indeedoccur.This is oneof
the questionsstill open,with optimistic as well as scepticpointsof view to be found. Consensusseems
to prevail that somethermalizationshouldtakeplace.

Grantingthe fact that a thermalizedquark-gluonplasmais formed, thenthe nextquestionconcerns
possiblesignalsand their observation.This is alreadydiscussedin sections2 and5 but section6, by W.
Willis, facesthis problemin detail.

There againthereseemsto be a consensusthat the entire volume of the quark-gluonplasmawill
radiatea largenumberof photons(with athermalizeddistributionat T 200MeV), while pionswill be
emittedmainly from thesurfaceandat a lower temperature(160MeV say). It would thenfollow that for
a large enoughblob of quark matter,most of the energycould be radiatedby photonsratherthan by
pions, as photonsbecomerelativelynumerouswhile beingmoreenergetic.This is howeveran a priori
extremecaseandoneshouldmoregenerallyexpectvery largefluctuationsin the measurednumberof
the y/’rr ratio on an eventto eventbasis.Since most of the photonsare expectedto be producedat
relatively low Pt (thermalizedemission),a clearersignal may actuallybe providedby low masslepton
pairs or by the overall energyfraction carriedby neutrals.One may also noticethat a largeyield of
largePt photonscould be producedin the pre-thermalizationstage,when energeticquarksradiateas
theyarescatteredat largeangles.Thesephotonsareprobablyeasierto detect,but they arepart of an
already known phenomenonand not very relevant while in searchof quark-gluon matter in an
equilibriumstate.

If thermalequilibrium is achieved,chemicalequilibrium mayor maynot be reachedsimultaneously.
If this is the caseone would expect a relatively large number of strangeparticles amongthe final
fragments.Gluonscould indeedmoreeasilymaterializeinto s~pairs in view of the high level of the u
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andd quarkspresentwithin the blob of quarkmatter.Again very largefluctuationsin the strange/non-
strangeratio could be found on an event-to-eventbasis. Section 2 has an optimistic tilt towards this
effect.

Onemay alsoanticipatesomeviolent andspectaculareffects.Indeedthe expectedmultiplicity ranges
in the thousandsandan eventmay thusbe consideredto someextentas an experimentin itself. This
has beenemphasizedby T.D. Lee, who points out the possibility of giant jets as the interior plasma
eruptsout of its hadronicshell [8]. There is alsothe possibilitythat the quark-gluonplasmamayreflect
somestill unknownproperty of colour dynamics.It may be a “factory” producingnew stateswhich
would be globally neutralwith respectto colour but contain a largernumberof quarksthanthe known
hadrons.Such objects may be stable enough to be observed.If colour symmetry would be only
approximateat largedistancespectaculareffectscould result [9].

Thesequestions,togetherwith the experimentalproblemswhich theyoffer, arediscussedin section
6.

The discussionof the expectedcollision conditionsand of the resulting effects which they could
generate,as they are presentedin sections5 and 6 respectively,assumesthat heavy ion collisions
producein every casea large number of secondaryparticles (besidesnuclear fragments)and that
enoughrescatteringstake place amongquarksand gluons to achievesomeequilibrium. There is no
reasonthat the first conditionshouldnot be fulfilled. Onemayindeedreasonablyexpectthat the mean
numberof pion secondariesin an A—A collision should increaseas A, that is proportionally to the
numberof possible independentnucleon—nucleoncollisions, resulting in about iO~pions in a typical
head-onU—U collision!

This is very different from multiplicities expectedin a p—A collision, whateverthe energyandthe
value of A may be. In this casethe meannumberof particlesis not expectedto be very much larger
thanthat found in typical pp collisions, at mostby aboutafactor 3.

Someevidencefor very largemultiplicities in cosmicray heavyion collisions is mentionedin section
5 but it is deemedappropriateto review here in somedetail also the information obtainedduring a
short run with a beams(\/SNN = 31 GeV) at the CERN ISR in 1980. Eventhougha’s areprobablytoo
small to bevery interestingprobesin the presentcaseof interest, theyclearly showsomeencouraging
features.This is the object of section 7, written by M. Faessler.Of particular interestare, on the one
hand,the largepion yield observedin the centralregion, with a densityexceedingby about 80% that
measuredin pp collisions at the samenucleoncentre-of-massenergyand,on the otherhand,the larger
than16 (A2) factor by which oneshouldmultiply the largePt yield in pp collisions in order to reproduce
the onefoundin aacollisions.The latterfeatureis probablyrelatedto the anomalousincreasealready
found in pA collisions [10] andcould be dueto rescatteringeffects at the constituentlevel. While still
relatively limited in aacollisions, both featuresprovide encouragementto look for more spectacular
effects,as thoseexpectedfor collisions amongmuchheavier ions at a similarnucleonenergy.

These different sectionsaltogetherreview in somegeneralway presentprospectsabout heavy ion
collisions as a probe for quark matter formation. Heavy ion collisions indeed provide the unique
opportunityto reachhigh quarkdensitiesandthus to experimentwith conditionshithertonot available
in particle physics.While the specific dynamicsof proton—nucleusinteractionsat very high energiesis
still poorly understoodit mayseembold to investigatedirectly interactionsamongheavy nuclei which
are certainly far more complex.The key purposehereis howevernot so much to study in detail the
reactionmechanismsat work but ratherto merelyusethe conditionsreached,throughthe largeenergy
releasedueto numerousnucleon—nucleoninteractionsandthe multiple scatteringof constituentswithin
a relatively large interaction volume. One could reachdensitiesand temperatureswhich may locally
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modify the vacuumstateandlead to the formationof quarkmatter.It is clearthat sucha prospecthas
many speculativeelementsandthis mayquell enthusiasm.The purposeof this report is to providethe
readerwith facts and ideas so that he can judge for himself the potential interest of such research.
While this report is built as a whole, each section can be read independentlyof the others.The
proceedingsof the Bielefeld Workshop[4] could providethe dedicatedreaderwith further information
on all the physicsissuesdiscussedhere.
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2. Formation and Observation of the Quark-Gluon Plasma*

J. RAFELSKI
Institutfür TheoretischePhysikder Universität, Frankfurt, Germany

2.1. Overview

What purposecould we follow when arguing for the study of high energynuclearcollisions [1]? It
would appearthat the complexityof such collisions,involving severalhundredsof valencequarks,must
coverup all the interestingfeatureof fundamentalinteractions.I would like to arguein this report that
muchin the natureandpropertiesof stronginteractionscan be studiedby creatingin the laboratorya
new stateof matter— the quark-gluonplasma[2]. Unlike hadron—hadroncollisionswe anticipatethat, in
an important fraction of nucleus—nucleuscollisions, each participating quark will scattermany times
beforejoining into an asymptotichadronicstate.The associatedsimplification of the involved physics
arisesbecausewe can use in sucha casethe well establishedmethodsof statisticalphysicsin order to
connectthe microscopicworld with effects andpropertiesvisible to experimentalists’eyes.Alone the
presumptionof an approximatethermochemicalequilibriumfreesus from the dependenceon detailsof
quarkwavefunctionsin asmallhadronicbagconsistingof only few quarks.

Thereareseveralstagesin this new andexciting field of high energyphysics.The first oneconcerns
the willingness to acceptthe fact that availableenergyis equipartitionedamongaccessibledegreesof
freedom.This meansthat thereexistsa domainin space,in which, in a properLorentz form, the energy
of the longitudinal motion hasbeenlargelytransformedto transversedegreesof freedom.We call this
region “fireball”. The physical variablescharacterisinga fireball are: energydensity,baryonnumber
densityand volume. The basic questionconcernsthe internal structureof the fireball— it can consist
either of individual hadronsor, instead,of quarks andgluons in a new physicalphase: they look
deconfinedas theymovefreely over the volume of the fireball. It appearsthat the phasetransitionfrom
the hadronicgas phaseto the quark-gluonplasmais mainly controlledby the energydensityof the
fireball. Severalestimates[2],leadto 0.6—1 GeV/fm3 for the critical energydensity,to becomparedwith
avalueof 0.16GeV/fm3 insideindividual hadrons.Manytheoreticalquestionsaboutstronginteractions
will be settledif the parametersand natureof the phasetransitionare determined.We turn to these
problemsfurtherbelow.

The secondstageof the developmentsin this field concernsthe interactionof the experimentalists
with the plasma. It is quite difficult to insert a thermometerand to measurebaryon density at
T = 150MeV and threefoldor evenhigher nuclearcompressions.We must eitheruseonly electromag-
netically interactingparticles[3] (photons,leptonpairs) in order to get themout of the plasmaor study
the heavyflavour abundancegeneratedin the collision [4]. To obtain a better impressionof what is
meantimaginethat strangequarksarevery abundantin the plasma(andindeedtheyare!).Then,since
a (sss)-stateis boundandstablein the hot perturbativeQCD-vacuum,it would be the most abundant

* In part supportedby DeutscheForschungsgemeinschaft.
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baryonto emergefrom the plasma.I doubt that such an “Omegaisation”of nuclearmattercould leave
any doubtsaboutthe occurrenceof a phasetransition.Otherexotichadrons[~Isuchas e.g. csq,c~etc.
would alsosupportthis conclusion.But eventhe enhancementof the moreaccessibleabundancesof A
mayalreadybe sufficient for our purposes.

But thereis moreto meetthe eyes.Restorationof the perturbativeQCD vacuummaybe followed at
higher andhigher energydensitiesby restorationof chiral symmetry,as shownqualitatively in fig. 2.1,
then by SU(2) symmetry (and finally by SU(5) symmetry!). If the fact that we can trace back the
evolution of the universe[6] in the laboratorydoesnot exciteone’s fantasy,one maythen remember
that the plasmastateis the only place known (after the universewas created)whereone can “burn”
baryon number, thus releasingthe energy from the Big Bang stored in matter. Perhapssufficiently
extremeconditionsthat areherenecessaryare “created” insidequasars,thus leadingto the enormous
energiesradiatedby thesestellarobjects.

N.
[GeV]l~Nué1eor~ - N

k<Matter
1.0 F ~- Coexistence’

auark GluonPiosmo H

~ --\
Chiral D

0.5 Hodronic ~ \R~~
Gas

0 I _____0 100 T~ ‘l~IT2200 T[MeV]

Fig. 2.1. Phasediagramof hadronicmatterin the~t-T plane.

Comingback to earthwe begin by recalling that in a statistical descriptionof matterthe unhandy
microscopicalvariables:energy,baryonnumberetc. are replacedby thermodynamicalquantities;the
temperatureT is a measureof energyper degreeof freedom,the baryonchemicalpotential~ucontrols
the meanbaryondensity: Statisticalquantitiessuch as entropy(measureof the numberof accessible
states),pressure,heatcapacityetc. will be alsofunctionsof T and~a,to bedetermined.The theoretical
techniquesrequiredfor the descriptionof both and quite different phases:the hadronicgas and the
quarkgluonplasma,mustallow for theformation of numeroushadronicresonanceson theoneside[7],
which then dissolve at sufficiently high spatial density in a state consisting of the fundamental
constituents.At this point we must appreciatethe importanceandhelpprovidedby high temperature.
To obtain high particle densitywe may, insteadof compressingmatter (which as it turns out is quite
difficult), heat it up; many pions are easily generated,leading to the occurrenceof a transitionat
moderate(evenvanishing)baryondensity [8].

2.2. Thermodynamicsof interactinghadrons

The main hypothesiswhich allows one to simplify the situation is to postulate the resonance
dominanceof hadron—hadroninteractions [7]— in this case the hadronic gas phase is practically a
superpositionof an infinity of different hadronic gasesand all information about the interaction is
hiddenin the massspectrumr(m

2, b), which describesthe numberof hadronsof baryonnumberb in a
massinterval dm2 [9].

We survey in the following the developmentsdiscussedin refs. [8, 9]. We assumethat the mass
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spectrum r(m2,b) is already known. The grand microcanonicallevel density is then given by an
invariant phasespaceintegral.The extremerichnessof the spectrumr(m2, b) -~-exp(m/To)enablesus to
neglectFermi and Bosestatisticsabove T 50 MeV and to treatall particlesas “Boltzmannions”. We
find:

o~(p,Vex, b) = ~(p) ~K(b) + ~ 6’~(p— ~ Pi) ~ &c(b — ~ b
1) H r(p~,b~)d

4p~. (1)
N=1 i=1 {b} i=t i=1

In this expressionthe first term correspondsto the vacuum state.The Nth term is the sum over all
possiblepartitionsof the total baryonnumberandof the total momentump amongN Boltzmannions,
eachhavingan internalnumberof quantumstatesgiven by r(p~,b

7). TheseBoltzmannionsarehadronic
resonancesof baryon number b1 (—oo< b. <cc). Every resonancecan move freely in the remaining
volume LI left over from the externalvolume Vex, after subtractingthe propervolume V~associated
with all the hadrons:

LI : = V~,— ~ V~ (2)

V’~is a covariantgeneralisationof V~.In the restframe, wehave V~.= (V, 0).
In the generalisation(1) of the popular phasespaceformula, three essentialfeaturesof hadronic

interactionsarenow explicitly included:
(a) The denseset of hadronicresonancesdominatingparticlescatteringvia r(m~,b~).
(b) Thepropernaturalvolumesof hadronicresonances.This is donevia LII’.

(c) The conservationof baryon numberand the clustering of hadronsinto lumps of matter with
bJ>1.

The thermodynamicpropertiesof the hot hadronicgasfollow from the studyof the grandpartition
function Z(/3, VA), as obtainedfrom the level densitycr(p, V, b), namely:

Z(~,V, A) = b=-~Ab Je~~(p,V, b)d
4p. (3)

A covariantgeneralisationof thermodynamics,with an inversetemperaturefour vector /3g. hasbeen
usedhere.In the restframe of the relativistic baryonchemicalpotential~, we have:

A = exp(~t/T). (4)

This is introducedin order to conservebaryon numberin the statistical ensemble.All quantitiesof
physicalinterestcan then be derivedas usual,differentiatingin Z with respectto its variables.

Eqs. (1—3) leaveus with the task of finding the mass spectrumr. Experimentalknowledgeof r is
limited to low excitationsand/or to low baryon number. Following Hagedorn,we introduceherea
theoreticalmodel: “the statisticalbootstrap”,in order to obtain a massspectrumconsistentwith direct
(and indirect) experimentalevidence.The qualitativeargumentsleading to an integral equationfor
r(m2, b) arethefollowing: when Vexin eq. (1) is just the propervolume V. of ahadroniccluster, theno

in eq. (1), up to a normalization factor, is essentiallythe massspectrum T. Indeed,how could we
distinguishbetweenacompositesystem[asdescribedby eq. (1)] compressedto the naturalvolume of a
hadronicclusterandan “elementary”clusterhavingthe samequantumnumbers?We thusdemand
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cr(p V, b)I v= ~, — Hr(p2, b) (5)

wherethe “bootstrapconstant”H is to be determinedbelow. It is not simply sufficient to inserteq. (5)
into eq. (1) to obtainthe bootstrapequationfor T. More involved argumentsareindeednecessary[8, 9]
in order to obtain a “bootstrapequation”for the massspectrumsuch as:

HT(p2,b) = Hzb8o(p2 M~ ~ ~J6’~(p_~ Pi) ~ 6K(b — ~ b~)[I HT(p~,b~)d4p
1. (6)

N=2 i=t {b,} i=1 1=1

The first term is the lowest one-particlecontributionto the massspectrum,Zb is its statisticalweight
(21 + 1)(2J+ 1). The index “0” restrictsthe 3 function to the positiveroot only. Only termswith b = 0,
±1,correspondingto the lowestenergyq~(pions)andqqq (nucleons)statescontributein the first term
of eq. (6). All excitationsare containedin the secondterm since an arbitrary quark constantcan be
achievedby combining [(q~)”(qqq)]. Heavy flavours are ignored at this point but can easily be
introduced.However theydo not essentiallyinfluencethe behaviourof r. In the courseof derivingthe
bootstrapequation(6) it turnsout that the clustervolume V~growsproportionalto the invariantcluster
mass[9]

V~(p
2)= \/P2/(4B) (7)

The proportionalityconstanthasbeencalled 4B in order to establisha closerelationshipwith the quark
bag model [10]. The value of B can be derivedfrom different considerationsinvolving the true and
perturbativeQCD states.While the original MIT-bag fit gives V114= 145MeV, the most generally
acceptedvaluetodayis perhaps

B”4 = 190MeV or B = 170MeV/fm3. (8)

The bootstrapconstantH and the bag constantB are the only seeminglyfree parametersin this
approach.As just pointed out, B is determinedfrom otherconsiderations,while H turns out to be
inversely proportionalto B. Hence,if one wishesto believethe last detail of the statisticalbootstrap
approach,thereremainsno free parameterin this approach.What this meansfor the transition from
gasto plasmawill be now shown.

Insteadof solving eq. (6), which will leadus to the exponentialmassspectrum[7],

T(m2, b)—~exp(m/T
0) (9)

we wish to concentratehereon the doubleintegral(Laplace)transformof eq. (6) which will be all we
needto establishthe physicalpropertiesof the hadronicgas phase.Introducing the transformsof the
oneparticle term, eq. (6)

p(J3,A) b=—oo AbHzb8o(p
2— M~)e~”d4p (10)

with pionsandnucleonsonly
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A)zr21HT[3mKl~+4(A+~)mNKl(~)], (11)

andof the massspectrum:

~(8,A):= ~AbJHr(p2, b)e~d4p. (12)

We find for the entire eq. (6) the simple relation

qS($,A)=~o(I3,A)+exp[4~($,A)]—~(J3,A)—1. (13)

To studythe behaviourof 0(13,A) we makeuseof the apparentimplicit dependence:

qS(fi, A) = G(p(/3, A)) (14a)

with function G being definedby eq. (13)

~=2G+1—exp[G]. (14b)

This function G(ç~’)is shownin fig. 2.2. As is apparenttherethereis a maximalvalue ‘po

= ln(4/e)= 0.3863..., (14c)

beyondwhich the function G hasno real solutions.Recallingthe physicalmeaningof G, eqs.(14a, 12),
weconcludethat eq. (14c) establishesa boundaryin the A (i.e. ~),T planebeyondwhichthe hadronic
gasphasecannotexist.This boundaryis implicitly given by the relation(11):

ln(4/e)= 2irHTcr[3mirK,(mirlTcr)+ 8 cosh(acr/Tcr)mNK,(mN/Tcr)] (15)

shownin fig. 2.3. The regiondenoted“HadronicGas Phase”is that describedby ourcurrentapproach.

IromcH

0 0)0 020 030 040 .p 0 100 T(MeV)

Fig. 2.2. Bootstrap function G(~)— the dashedline representsthe Fig.2.3. Boundaryto the“hadronicgasphase”in thebootstrapmodel.
unphysicalbranch. In theshadedregion quantumstatisticscannotbe neglected.
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With our choiceof parameterswe find that

Tcr(~cr0) T~ 16(1470MeV. (16)

Note that ~ = 0 implies zerobaryonnumberfor the plasmastate.For ~ = ~. (Tcr = 0) the solutionof
eq. (15) is simply ~. -~ mN since no quantumstatisticseffects have beenincluded.Thus the dashed
region in fig. 2.2 “nuclear matter” is excludedfrom our considerations.As we shall shortly see,the
boundaryof the hadronicgasphaseis alsocharacterizedby a constantenergydensityF = 4B.

Given the function G(ço)= 0(/3, A) we can in principle study the form of the hadronic mass
spectrum.As it turns out we can obtain the partition function directly from 0: The formal similarity
betweeneq. (3) and eq. (12) can be exploitedto derivea relationbetweentheir integraltransforms[1]
(from hereon: /3 =

in Z(j3, Vex, A) = — 2LI(~3~ 0(13, A) (17)

which can also bewritten in a form which makesthe different physicalinputsmoreexplicit:

in z(13, Vex, A) = LI(Vex)~aG(~)~z,(p, A, V~. (18)
ex

In the absenceof a finite hadronicvolume andwith interactionsdescribedby the first two terms, we
would simply havean ideal Boltzmanngas. describedby the one-particlepartitionfunction Z!:

Z1 = Zqq + 2 cosh(/.L/T)Zqqq (19)

where

Zqq/Zqqq (21 + 1)(2S+ 1) ~ (~.~)2 K2(~~). (20)

Let us now briefly discusstherole of the availablevolume: aswe haveexplicitly assumed,all hadrons
havean internalenergydensity4B (actually at finite pressurethereis a small correction,see ref. [4a]
for details). Hencethe total energyof the fireball EF can be written as

EFneEVex=4B(Vex_LI) (21)

where Vex— LI is the volume occupiedby hadrons.We thus find

Li = Vex — EF/4B = Vex(1 — ~/(4B)) (22)

when working out the relevantphysicalconsequenceswe mustalways rememberthat the fireball is an
isolated physical system, for which a statisticalapproachhas beenfollowed in view of the internal
disorder (high numberof availablestates)ratherthan becauseof a couplingto a heatbath.

The remainderof the discussionof the hadronicgasis a simple applicationof the rules of statistical
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thermodynamics.By investigating the meaningof the thermodynamicaveragesit turns out that the
apparent(/3, A) dependenceof the availablevolume LI in eq. (18) must be disregardedwhen differen-
tiating in Z with respectto /3 and A. As eq. (1) shows explicitly, the density of statesfor extended
particlesin Vex is the sameas that for point particlesin LI. Therefore

In Z(13, Vex, A) ln Z05(/3,Li, A). (23)

We thusfirst calculatethepointparticleenergy,baryonnumberdensities,pressure,andentropydensity

= — ~ in Zpt = H(2ir)
3~ 0(13, A) (24)

= In Z
1~= — H(2ir)

3 A 0(13, A) (25)

= f ln Z~t= — H(2ir)3 ~ 0(13, A) (26)

= k-~(TlnZ~~)=~+ Fpt/2P~t (27)

Fromthis, weeasilyfind the energydensity,as

FV~lnz(I3, Vex,A)~~~Fpt. (28)

Insertingeq. (22) into eq. (28) andsolving for F, we find:

(/3 A) = F~~(J3,A) (29)F 1 + F~~(13,A)/4B’

andhenceanotherform for eq. (22):

Vex = LI . (1 + F~~(J3,A)14B) (30)

andsimilarly for the baryondensity,pressureandentropydensity

~pt 31
— 1 + F~,,/4B

Ppt
= 1+ F

0~/4B

s— 33

— 1 + s0j4B

We now have a completeset of equationsof statefor observablequantitiesas functions of the
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chemicalpotential ~, the temperatureT and the external volume Vex. While theseequationsare
semi-analytic,one hasto evaluatethe different quantitiesnumerically due to the implicit definition of
003, A) that determinesin Z. However, when /3, A approachthe critical curve, fig. 2.3, we easilyfind
from the singularity of 0 that E~tdivergesand therefore

p-4O (34)

LI—~0.

Theselimits indicatethat at the critical line, matterhaslumpedinto onelargeclusterwith the energy
density4B. No free volume is left, and, since only one cluster is present,the pressurehasvanished.
However,the baryondensityvariesalongthe critical curve; it falls with increasingtemperature.This is
easily understood:as temperatureis increased,more mesonsare producedthat take up some of the
availablespace.Thereforehadronicmatter can saturateat lower baryondensity.We furthernotehere
that in order to properlyunderstandthe approachto the phaseboundary,onehasto incorporateand
understandthe propertiesof the hadronicworld beyondthe critical curve. We turn now to the studyof
the perturbativequark-gluonplasmaphase.

2.3. QCD andthe quark-gluon plasma

We begin with a summary of the relevant postulatesand results that characterizethe current
understandingof strong interactionsin quantumchromodynamics(QCD). The most importantpos-
tulateis that the propervacuumstatein QCD is not the (trivial) perturbativestatethat we (naively)
imagine to exist everywhereandwhich is hardly changedwhen the interactionsare turnedoff/on. In
QCD the true vacuumstate is believedto havea complicatedstructurewhich originatesin the glue
(pure gaugefield) sector of the theory. The perturbativevacuumis an excited statewith an energy
density B abovethe true vacuum.It is to be found inside hadronswhereperturbativequantaof the
theory, in particularquarks,can thereforeexist.The occurrenceof the true vacuumstateis intimately
connectedto the glue—glue interaction;gluons alsocarry the colour chargethat is responsiblefor the
quark—quarkinteraction.In the abovediscussion,the confinementof quarksis anaturalfeatureof the
hypotheticalstructureof the true vacuum.

Another featureof the true vacuumis that it exercisesa pressureon the surfaceof the regionof the
perturbativevacuumto which quarksareconfined.Indeed,this is just the ideaof the original MIT bag
model [10]. The Fermi pressureof almost masslesslight quarksis in equilibrium with the vacuum
pressureB. Whenmanyquarksarecombinedto form agiantquark bag,thentheir propertiesinsidecan
be obtainedusingthe standardmethodsof many-bodytheory [2]. In particular,this also allows oneto
include the effect of internal excitation through a finite temperatureand through a changein the
chemicalcomposition.

A furthereffect which mustbe takeninto considerationis the quark—quarkinteraction.We shall use
herethe first order contributionin the QCD running coupling constanta~(q2)= g2/41T. However, as
as(q2) increaseswhen the averagemomentumexchangedbetweenquarksdecreases,this approachwill
haveonly a limited validity at relatively low densitiesand/or temperatures.The collective screening
effectsin the plasmaare of comparableorderof magnitudeand shouldreducethe importanceof the
perturbativecontribution.
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As u andd quarksarealmostmasslessinside a bag,theycan be producedin pairsand atmoderate
temperaturesmany q~pairswill be present.In particularalso sg pairswill be producedand we will
return to this point below. Furthermore,real gluons can be presentwhenT� 0 andwill be included
herein our considerations.

As it was outlined in the previoussection,a completedescriptionof the thennodynamicalbehaviour
of a many-particlesystemcan be derived from the grand partition function Z. For the caseof the
quark-gluonplasmain the perturbativevacuum,one finds an analytic expressionto first order in a
neglectingquarkmasses.We obtainfor the quarkFermi gas [2b]

in Zq(/3, A) = ~/3_3[(1_ ~)(~in4Aq+~-ln2 Aq) + (1_~?)~] (35)

whereg = (2s+ 1)(21+ 1)N = 12 countsthe numberof the componentsin the quarkgas,andAq is the
fugacity relatedto quark number.Sinceeachquarkhasbaryonnumber~,we find

A~= A = e~”T (36)

whereA, as previously,allows oneto haveconservationof baryonnumber.Consequently

3/.Lq/L. (37)

Thegluecontribution is [2]

lnZg(f3,A) V_13_3(1_s). (38)

We noticetwo relevantdifferenceswith the photongas: (i) the occurrenceof afactor eight associated
with the numberof gluons; (ii) the glue—glueinteractionsincegluonscarry the colour charge.

Finally, let us introducethe true vacuumterm as

iflZvac~j3BV. (39)

This leadsto the requiredpositiveenergydensityB within the volume occupiedby thecolouredquarks
andgluonsandto anegativepressureon the surfaceof this region.At this stage,this term is entirely
phenomenologicalas discussedabove.The equationsof state for the quark-gluonplasmaare easily
obtainedby differentiating

lflZlflZq+iflZg+iflZvac (40)

with respectto /3, A and V. The energydensity,baryonnumberdensity,pressureandentropydensity
arerespectively,written in termsof ~ andT

F = 4 [(i_ ~-~-~)(~(~~)4+~ (s~)2(.7l.T)2).+ (i — ~) ~T)4] + 8 (ITT)4(1— ~) + B

(41)
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= ~ [(i — ~)((3 + ~(1TT)2)] (42)

p=~(s—4B) (43)

.~ (i ~ (i ~ (1 _~~)~7rT)3. (44)

In eqs.(41, 4-4) the secondT4 (respt. T3) term originatesfrom the gluonic degreesof freedom.In eq.
(43) we haveright away usedthe relativistic relation betweenthe quark andgluon energydensityand
pressure

= ~Eq, ~g= ~Fg (45)

in order to derive this simple form of the equationof state.
This simpleequationof stateof the quark-gluonplasmais slightly modified when finite quark masses

are considered,or when the QCD couplingconstanta~is dependenton the dimensionalparameterA.
Fromeq. (43) it follows that whenthe pressurevanishes,the energydensityis 4B, independentlyof the
valuesof ~ and T which fix the line P = 0. We recall that this hasbeenpreciselythe kind of behaviour
found for the hadronicgas. This coincidenceof the physical observablesstrongly suggeststhat, in an
exactcalculation,both lines P = 0 shouldcoincide; we will return to this point againbelow. For P >0
we haveF > 4B — werecall that in the hadronicgaswe alwayshad s ~ 4B. Thus, in this domainof the
~.t—Tplane,we havea quark-gluonplasmaexposedto an external force.

In order to obtain an ideaof the form of the (P = 0) critical curve in the
1a—T planeas obtainedfor

the quark-gluonplasma,we rewrite eq. (43) for P = 0:

B = 76 ~[IL2+(37rT)2]2_
2 [(1_~).12_ (i_A~-~s).8] (46)

Here, the last term is the glue pressurecontribution. We find that the greatest lower bound on
temperatureTq, at ~e= 0 is about (a.=

Tq’0.83Bt’2~ 16OMeV=T
0. (47)

This resultshows the expectedorder of magnitude.The most remarkablepoint is, that it leads, for
Bt

14= 190MeV, to almost exactly the samevalueas that found in the hadronicgasstudy presentedin
the previoussection.

Let us furthernoteherethat for T -z~~ the baryonchemicalpotentialtendsto

= ~ 3Bh/4[(
1 2ct/ir)] = 1320 MeV [a. = ~,B”

4 = 190MeV]. (48)

Concludingthis discussionof the P = 0 line for the quark-gluonplasma,let us note that the choice
~is motivatedby fits of the charmoniumandupsiloniumspectraas well as by the analysisof deep

inelastic scattering.In both thesecasesspacelikedomains of momentumtransfer are explored.The
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much smaller value of a~— 0.2 is found in timelike regionsof momentumtransfer,in e~e—* hadrons
experiments.In the quark-gluonplasma,as describedup to first order in perturbationtheory,positive
andnegativemomentumtransfersoccur: the perturbativecorrectionsto the radiative T4contribution is
dominated by timelike momentum transfers,while the correction to the p~’term originates from
spacelikequark—quarkscattering.Finally we considerthe energydensityat ~ = 0. Restructuringsome
factorsagain,we find the simple result:

— ~.2 41 1 15a~\ 7/ 50a~
ED+1 lLs c~llI+LIsc . 9

30 L \ 41TJ 4’~ 2lir
We note that for both quarks and gluonsthe interaction conspiresto reduce the effective numberof

degreesof freedomwhich areaccessible.At a~= 0 we find a handyrelation

Eq + Eg = (T/160 MeV)4[GeV/fm3]. (50)

At a~= we areseeminglyleft with only —50% of the degreesof freedom,andthe temperature“unit”
in the aboveformuladropsto 135MeV.

I haveso far neglectedto include heavy flavours into the description.For charm,with a massof
about 1500MeV, the thermodynamicabundanceis sufficiently low that we can ignore its influenceon
the propertiesof the plasma.Also, even the equilibrium abundanceis quite small. Evaluating the
phase-spaceintegralsthat the ratio of charm to light antiflavour (eitherü or d) gives

= ë/4= exp{—(m~— ji/3)/T}(mc/T)3~~2~\/ir/2. (51)

Taking as a numericalexample m~= 1500MeV, T = 200MeV, ~t = 0, one finds with c/4 = 7 X i0~a
small, but still quite significant abundance.However,the approachto chemicalequilibrium (seebelow)
is to be studiedto establishif the chemicalequilibrium assumptionis justified.We notethat the energy
fraction carriedby intrinsic charmin the plasmawould be —0.2% in the aboveexample.

Clearly, wemust turn our attentionto strangeness— with acurrentquark massof about180MeV, we
are actually abovethreshholdand indeedone finds that thereis a quite appreciables-abundance(see
againnextpart).An explicit calculation[4b]hasshownthat chemicalequilibriumwill bereachedduring
the short time intervalof a heavyion reaction.The motion of the particlesbeingalreadysemirelativis-
tic, an increaseby about 15% of the numberof availabledegreesof freedom(eq. (49)) is due to s~
production.The appearanceof strangenessis a very importantqualitative factorandwe shall return to
its discussionin section2.5.

2.4. Phase transition from the hadronic gasto the quark-gluon plasma

We haveshown that two inherentlydifferent descriptionslead to the prediction of a qualitatively
similar region wherea transitionbetweenboth phasesof hadronicmatter can occur. Fromour results
we cannotdeducethe orderof the phasetransition. However, the physicsargumentswhich went into
thesetheoreticalapproachesrequirethat this is a first orderphasetransition.

Considerthe p—V diagramshown in fig. 2.4. Here we distinguishthreedomains— the hadonic gas
region is simply a Boitzmanngaswherethe pressureincreaseswith reductionof the volume.However,
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P

T :fixed .~

\~

~Lx~o~,e gas

Fig. 2.4. p—Vdiagramfor thegas-plasmafirst order transition.

when internal excitation becomesimportant, the individual hadronsbegin to cluster, reducing the
increasein the Boltzmannpressuresincesmallernumberof particlesexercisessmallerpressure.In the
properdescriptionwe would haveto describethis situationby allowing a coexistenceof hadronswith
the plasma— this becomesnecessarywhen the clusteringoverwhelmsthe compressiveeffects and the
pressurefalls to zero as V reachesthe propervolume of hadronic matter.At this point the pressure
risesagainvery quickly, sincewe now compressthe hadronicconstituents.By performingthe Maxwell
constructionas indicatedin fig. 2.4 betweenvolumes V, and V

2 we can find the mostlikely way taken
by the compressedhadronic gas in a nuclear collision. In our approachit seemsto be a first order
transition. We should remember,that on the way out, during the expansionof the plasmastate,the
entropygeneratedin the plasma(e.g.by s-production,shocksetc.)may requirethat the isolatedplasma
statemust expandto vanishingpressureP = 0 beforeit can disintegrateinto individual hadrons.In an
extremesituationthis disintegrationmaybequite a slow processwith successivefragmentations!

It is interestingto follow the path takenby an isolatedquark-gluonplasmafireball in the 1~—Tplane,
or equivalently in the v—T plane. Severalcasesare depicted in fig. 2.5. After the Big Bang, with
expansionof the universe,the cooling shownby the dashedline occursin auniversein which mostof
the energyis in the form of radiation— hencewe havefor the chemicalpotential /L ~ T Similarly the
baryon density ii is quite small. In normalstellar collapseleadingto cold neutronstarswe follow the
dashed-dottedline parallelto the ~- resp. ti-axis. Thecompressionis accompaniedby little heating. In
nuclearcollision shownby the full line, theentire ~t—Tand ti—T planecan be exploredby varying the
parametersof the colliding nuclei.It is important to appreciatethat the arrowsshowthe time evolution,
i.e. pathof increasingentropyfor the hadronicfireball at fixed total energyandbaryonnumber.

io;o~~~f; ~ b)oosI11...:~smo

I BigBang . t .

~ ~ L~
100 MeV ~ 1 100 MeV ‘Msx T

Fig. 2.5. Pathstakenin the(a)~s—Tplane and(b) v—T planeby different physicalevents.
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In the expansionperiodduring which the temperaturedecreases,thereis an associateddecreaseof
the chemical potentialand of the density in the plasmaphasewhile in the hadronicgas phasethe
chemicalpotentialcan increasewhile the baryondensitydecreases.As it is evident from fig. 2.5, one
expectsthat the transition from gas to plasma takes place at higher baryon density and lower
temperaturethan the transitionfrom plasma to gas. Obviously the larger volume fireball at higher
temperaturecontainsmoreentropyatfixed totalenergyandbaryonnumber.The initial heatingof the
fireball at almostconstantbaryondensityis doneat the expenseof a significant reductionin the baryon
chemicalpotential.This conversionof chemicalenergyto thermalexcitationstops at some TM~,the
value of which dependson the available internal fireball energy.The qualitative curvesare typical
representativesobtainedfrom the equationsof sections2.2 and2.3 for fixed E, b. Finally, the question
arises:howdoesthehadronicgasenterinto theplasmastate?As wefollow thefull linebackwards,.i (resp.
ti) increaseswith decreasingTandwestayin theplasmaphaseuntil quite low temperatures.Thissuggests
that in order to get into the plasmaat moderatetemperaturesandbaryondensities(say: T = 150MeV,
j/ -~- 3~ ~ —— 800MeV) wemust blow off (perhapsin a mannersimilar to supernovaeexplosions)some
cold surfacematter— or otherwisegenerateby internal nonequilibirumprocessessufficientamountsof
entropy.It is for thatreasonthatwehaveavoidedto indicatethegas—~plasmatransitionin fig. 2.5,asit must
beahighly nonequilibriumtransitionto whichvalues~,T cannotperhapsbeassignedat all: Ontheother
hand,the expansionof the plasmaseemsto bean adiabaticprocess,althoughherealsosomesignificant
amountsof entropyareproduced.

As a last relatedcommentwe turn to the question: is the transition “hadronicgas—* quark-gluon
plasma”in principle aphasetransitionor is it only a changein thenatureof hadronicmatterwhich is not
associatedwith anykind of singularityin thepartitionfunctionin thelimit of infinitevolume.In thespiritof
thetheoreticalapproachestakenhereoneneedsafirstordertransition.However,thiscannotbeconsidered
as final — sincecontraryevidencecan befoundarguingthat, in any finite volume,only afinite numberof
incompressiblehadronscanbestudied.Hereit turnsout thatonemustverycarefullystudythemeaningof
the thermodynamicallimits beforea conclusioncan be reached;evenworseis the observationthat for
compressibleindividual hadronswemight find asecondorderphasetransition.Fromthisremarkwelearn
howsensitivethistheory is to eventheslightestimprovement.I would like to concludethatit is experiment
which should teachus this importantaspectof stronginteractions.

2.5. Strangenessin the plasma

In orderto observethe propertiesof the quark-gluonplasmawe mustdesigna thermometer,or an
isolated degreeof freedom weakly coupled to hadronic matter. Nature hasprovided several such
thermometers:leptons,direct photonsandquarksof heavyflavours. We would like to point hereto a
particularphenomenonperhapsquiteuniquely characteristicof quark matter.First we notethat, at a
given temperature,the quark-gluonplasmawill contain an equal numberof strange(s) quarksand
antistrange(~)quarks.They arepresentduringahadroniccollisiontime muchtoo short to allow for weak
interactionconversionof light flavoursto strangeness.Assumingchemicalequilibriumin thequarkplasma,
we find the densityof the strangequarksto be (two spinsandthreecolour):

— _____ ~r 2

5 5 I up /2 2 im~ ~m5v=v=6i ~—~exp{—vp +m
5/T}=3—-K2p~-~ (52)
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(neglecting,for the time being,perturbativecorrections).As the massof the strangequarks,m~,in the
perturbativevacuumis believedto be of the orderof 150—280MeV, the assumptionof equilibriumfor
m5/T—~2 mayindeedbe correct. In eq. (52) the Boltzmanndistribution can be used,as the densityof
strangenessis relatively low. Similarly, thereis a certainlight antiquarkdensity(~standsfor eitherü or
d):

-~~6J~
4—~sexp{—IpI/T—/.Lq/T} = exp{—

1tsq/T} . T~—~ (53)

wherethe quarkchemicalpotentialis /.Lq = ~/3.This exponentsuppressestheq~pair production,since
only for energieshigher than~q, thereis a largenumberof emptystatesavailablefor quarks.

What I now intend to show is that thereare many more ~ quarksthan antiquarksof each light
flavour. Indeed:

= 1 (tfl)2 K2(~) ee~/3T. (54)

Thefunction x
2 K2(x) variesbetween1.3 and for x = m~/Tbetween1.5 and2. Thus,we almost always

havemore~than~ quarksand,in manycasesof interest,§/~— 5. As ~ —*0 thereareaboutas manyü
and~ quarksas thereare~quarks.This is shownquantitativelyin fig. 2.6. Another importantaspectis
the total strangenessabundancesincefor T = 200MeV, m

5 = 150MeV, chemicalequilibrium predictsit
at about twice the normal baryon density:s/b = 0.4; hencethereareas many strangeand antistrange
quarksas thereare baryonsin the hadronicgas, or even much more, if we are in the “radiation” i.e.
baryonnumberdepletedregion.

The crucial question which arisesis whether thereis enough time to creates~pairs in nuclear
collisions. To answerit one has to compute[4bj (say in lowest order in perturbativeQCD) the two
contributinginvariant reactionrates(perunit time and perunit volume)

Aqq: q~ s~

Agg:gg3s~.

//

~eV)
U — I I

U 200 400 600 000

Fig. 2.6. Abundanceof strange(= antistrange)quarksrelative to light quark as a function of ~ for several choicesof T (= I20. 160MeV) and
strangequark mass(m~= ISO. 2Sf) MeV).
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The contributingdiagramsareshownin figs. 2.7 aandb, respectively.Theseratesaredominatedby the
glue—gluereactionandat T = 200MeV, m~= 150MeV, a~= 0.6 onefinds Agg 16/fm4. This is quite a
largerate, indicating that the typical relaxationtime

= n(c~~)/A (56)

(n(cc) is the density at infinite time) will be about 1023sec. In fig. 2.8 the strangenesspopulation
evolutionis shown asa function of time at fixed ~s= 900MeV. During the minimal anticipatedlifetime
of the plasmawe thus find that the strangequark abundancesaturatesat its chemicalequilibriumpoint.

Onecan study howmuch moretotal strangenessis found in the quark-gluonplasmaas comparedto
the hadronic gasphase.While the total yields are up to 5—7 times higher (again dependingon some
parameters)it is more appropriateto concentrateattention on thosereactionchannelswhich will be
particularly strongly populatedwhen the quarkplasmadissociatesinto hadrons.Here in particular,it
appearsthat the presenceof quite rare muitistrangehadronswill be enhanced,first becauseof the
relative high phasespacedensityof strangenessin the plasma,and secondbecauseof the attractive
ss-QCDinteractionin the 3c stateand~s in the 1~,state.Henceoneshouldsearchfor an increaseof the
abundancesof particles like E~E, 12, 12, 0 and perhapsfor highly strangepiecesof baryonic matter,
ratherthanin the K-channels.However,it appearsthat alreadyalargevaluefor the A/A ratio wouldbe
a significant signal. Not to be forgotten aresecondaryeffects, e.g. thosedue to s~annihilation into y
(andinfraredglue) in the plasma.Different experimentswill be sensitiveto differentenergyranges.

a) M=15OMeV, ~

~ H

::x: 22~

b) 10 10 tlsecl 10
Fig. 2.7. First orderdiagramsfor sI productionreactions;(a)q~—~s~, Fig. 2.8. Evolution of relative s population per baryon numberas
(b) gg ~ ~. function of time in theplasma.For T � 160MeV chemicalsaturationis

noticeablein about 2 x 10-23 see, the anticipated minimal plasma
livetime.

2.6. Summary andoutlook

Our aim hasbeento obtaina descriptionof highly excitedhadronicmatter.By postulatinga kinetic
and chemical equilibrium we havebeenable to developa thermodynamicdescriptionvalid for high
temperaturesand different chemical compositions.Along this line we have found two physically
differentdomains;firstly a hadronicgasphase,in which individual hadronscanexist as separateentities,
but aresometimescombinedinto largerhadronicclusters;andsecondly,a domainin which individual
hadronsdissolveinto one largeclusterconsistingof hadronicconstituents— the quark-giuonplasma.

In order to obtain a theoreticaldescriptionof bothphaseswe haveusedsome“common” knowledge
anda plausibleinterpretationof the currentlyavailableexperimentalfacts.In particular,in the caseof
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the hadronicgas,wehavecompletelyabandoneda moreconventionalLagrangianapproachin favour
of a semiphenomenologicalstatistical bootstrapmodel of hadronic matter that incorporatesthose
propertiesof hadronicinteractionwhich are, in our opinion, most important.

In particular, the attractive interactions are included through the rich, exponentially growing
hadronic mass spectrum r(m2, b) while the introduction of a finite volume for each hadron is
responsiblefor an effectiveshort-rangerepulsion.Wehaveneglectedquantumstatisticsin the hadronic
gas phase since a quantitativestudy reveals that this is allowed above T 50 MeV. But we allow
particleproduction,whichintroducesaquantumphysicalaspectinto the otherwise“classical” theory of
Boltzmannparticles.

Our considerationsleadus to an equationof statefor hadronicmatterwhich reflectswhat we have
included in our considerations.It is the quantitative natureof this approachthat allows a detailed
comparisonwith experiment.It is important to observe that the predictedtemperaturesandmean
transversemomentaof particles agreewith the experimentalresults available at Ek,lab/A = 2 GeV
[BEVELAC —] andat 100GeV[ISR—] asmuch as a comparisonis permitted.

The internal theoreticalconsistencyof this descriptionof the gasphaseleads,in a straightforward
fashion,to the postulateof a first order phasetransitionto a quark-gluonplasma.This secondphaseis
treatedby aquite different method; in addition to the standardLagrangianquantumfield theory of
(“weakly”) interactingparticlesat finite temperatureanddensity,we alsointroducethe phenomenologi-
cal vacuumpressureand energydensityB. This term is requiredin a consistenttheory of hadronic
structure.It turns out that B1t4—~ 190MeV is just, to within 20%,the temperatureof the quarkphase
before its dissociationinto hadrons.This is similar to the maximalhadronictemperatureT

0 160MeV.
Perhapsthe most interestingaspectof our work is the realizationthat the transitionto quarkmatter

will occur at very much lower baryondensityfor highly excitedhadronicmatterthan for matter in its
groundstate(T = 0). Usingthe currentlyacceptedvaluefor B, we find that at ii =—

2—3p
0, T = 150 MeV,

aquarkphasemayindeedalreadybe formed. The detailedstudyof the different aspectsof this phase
transitionmust still be carriedout. However, initial resultslook very encouraging,sincethe required
baryondensityandtemperaturesarewell within the rangeof fixed target,heavynucleoncollisions with
100GeV per nucleon.We look forward to such aheavy ion facility which should provide uswith the
requiredexperimentalinformation.
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3. Critical Behaviourin FiniteTemperatureQCD

Helmut SATZ
Fakultiit für Physik, UniversitdtBielefeld, Germany

3.1. Introduction

Quarksandgluons appearconfined as long as we considerhadronsin the physical vacuum: any
constituentcan then travel a spatial distanceof not morethan 10-13 cm before it reachesconfinement
constraints

In sufficiently densematter, we expect this situationto change.Colourlesshadronicmatter should
then undergo a phase transition to colour conducting quark matter. With sufficient overlap, the
constituentscan no longer be associatedto a given hadron andcan move over macroscopicdistances
without ever leavingan overall confinementenvironment.

The ideaof a phasetransition from hadronicto quarkmatter is as old [1] as the quarkstructureof
hadrons.Since then, a great variety of phenomenologicalapproachesto the two-phasenature of
strongly interactingmatterhavebeenpursued[2]. They all havein commontwo phasesas input. The
adventof quantumchromodynamics(QCD)gaverise to the hopethat boththe two-phasecharacterand
the transitionmight be obtainedfrom onebasictheory [3]. Exciting recentdevelopmentsin latticeQCD
at finite temperatureseemto indicatethat such a hopeis justified [4—14];thesedevelopmentswill be
the subjectof my survey.

Quantumchromodynamicsspecifiesthe basic interactionof quarksandgluons; from this we areto
obtain the descriptionof strongly interacting matter in its different states.Not surprisingly, the first
attemptsconcentratedon limiting behaviour.

Asymptotic freedommakesinteractionsat very short distances(or high momenta)arbitrarily weak,
so that aperturbationexpansionin powersof the effectivecouplingmay beexpectedto convergein the
limit of high temperatureor density [15]. Sufficiently hot and/ordensemattershouldthereforebecome
a gasof non-interactingquarksandgluons.

In the confinementregion,at lower temperaturesand densities,strongly interactingmattershould
exhibit hadronicbehaviour.Onehashereconsideredon the lattice an expansionin termsof the inverse
coupling (strong coupling expansion[3]) or used in the continuumsemiclassicalsolutionsto the field
equations(instanton gas [16]). The resulting descriptionindeed provided many aspectsof hadron
phenomenology,as given e.g.by dualstring or bagmodels.

Strong and weak coupling approacheshaveevidently specified regions of applicability and thus
basicallygive one-phasedescriptions.Nevertheless,they already provide hints for a phasetransition
nearthe boundaryof their regionsof validity. In the perturbativetreatmentof thequark-gluongas,the
pressure(in first order)becomesnegativeat sometemperaturevalue, and this hasbeeninterpretedas
the onset of confinement[15]. In the strongcoupling expansion,there are indicationsfor a phase
transitiondue to Debyescreeningof colour charges[3]. The suppressionof largescaleinstantonsleads
to similarconclusions[16].It is clear,however,that theselimiting approachescannotgive us the unified
“whole-range”descriptionwe would like to obtainfrom a basictheory.
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350 Quark matterformationand heavyion collisions

The Monte Carlo evaluationof finite temperatureQCD on the latticenow providesuswith such a
unified picture. The evaluationmethod itself was devisedfor and first applied to the study of the
confinementproblem[17]. Its applicationto finite temperaturestatisticalmechanicsis, however,quite
straight-forward— perhapsit is evenmorenaturalhere, wherethe real physical temperatureplays the
role of the Euclideantime in the confinementproblem. In either case,the lattice acts as scaffolding
during the evaluation: both discretenessand finiteness are to be removedat the end, to give us
continuumtheory results.

3.2. Two-phasephenomenology

In order to introducesomeof the questionsandconceptsof critical strong interactionphysics,we
shall in this partbriefly considersimplephenomenologicalmodelsfor the two “limiting” phases.

For the statisticalmechanicsof hadronicmatter,we consideran ideal gasof groundstatehadrons
andall their resonanceexcitations.The partition function of sucha resonancegasis

ln ZHO3, V) = ~~53J dm ~r(m)J d3k exp{_/3\/k2+ m2}, (2.1)

for a systemwith zero chemicalpotentialand,for simplicity, with Boltzmannstatistics;/3~= T is the
temperature,V the spatial volume. From hadron dynamics(dual string [18], bag [19] models), the
resonancespectrumT(m) is knownto havethe form

T(m)= d5(m— mo)+ c 6(m — 2m
0)m_ael~m,

a, b, c, d = const., (2.2)

as first proposedby Hagedorn[20]. The first term in eq. (2.2) correspondsto a d-fold degenerate
ground state; for c = 0, we would thus simply obtain an ideal gasof ground statehadrons.While a
dependson the details of the model used [2], b is relatedquite generally to the string tension cr

(b
2 = 3o/4ir in four dimensions)or equivalentlyto the Reggeslope.
Fromeqs. (2.1) and(2.2) we obtainfor the energydensityof the resonancegas

—1 fs9 in ZH\
= lim — I I (2.3)

v—~V~8$ Iv

C f ,~ —a±5/2 —m03b) ~24
Ea~j~, (2ir$f~~ urn m e

2ms

with e~(J3)denoting the energy density of an ideal gas of ground state hadrons m
0. The

correspondingspecific heatbecomes

CH($) = co($)+ ${~(eH— rto)+ (2~$)3/2J dm m_a±7/2e_m~~}; (2.5)
2ms

againthe first term describesthe ideal groundstategas.
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It is well-known [221and from eqs. (2.3, 2.4) also immediatelyevident that the spectralform (2.2)
leadsto critical behaviour.Dependingon the exactvalueof a, from somederivativeof the partition
function on wewill havedivergentexpressionsat and/orabovethe critical temperatureT~= b~.

To illustratewhat happens,wechoosea= 4, c = d = 1. The specific heatof theresonancegasthen
divergesat Tc = b’, while the energydensityremainsfinite there.Both arenot definedfor T> T~.We
havethusreachedthe endof hadronphysicswhen T = T~without furtherinformation,we cannotsay
whatlies beyondT~.

Thestatisticalmechanicsof an idealgasof massiessquarksandgluons is obtainedfrom the partition
function

in Z0($, V) = ~ Jd~k[gB in{1 — e~)k1}+ gr ln{1 + e~k1}]. (2.6)

Here gB andg~denotethe bosonicandfermionic degreesof freedom,respectively;for colour SU(3)
andtwo quark flavours,wehave(with spins andantifermions)

gB=8x2=16, gF=3x2x2x2=24.

This leadsto the Stefan—Boltzmannform of the energydensity

ESB/T = [(8~2/15)+ (7ir
2/10)] — 12.2 (2.7)

with the first termcorrespondingto the gluon andthe secondto the quarkcomponentof the gas.
In fig. 3.1, we comparethe energydensityof hadronicmatter,eq. (2.4), with that of an ideal gasof

quarksand gluons, eq. (2.7). We expectthat with increasingtemperature,the constituentdegreesof
freedom,“frozen” in the hadronicstate,will “thaw” to makee attain its plasmavalue. We hopethat
QCD will give usa unified descriptionof this development,including the phasetransition(s)separating
the two limiting states.In the nextpartsweshall find theseexpectationsat leastin part fulfilled.

37~2 _____________
30

H

30 —1

Fig. 3.1. Energydensityof hadronicmatter(H) andof an ideal quark-gluonplasma(P).
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3.3. Yang—Mills thermodynamics on the lattice

We shall follow the historicaldevelopmentof QCD thermodynamicsandtreatfirst the caseof pure
Yang—Mills theory. This restriction to finite temperaturegluon matter allows us to introduceboth
formalismandevaluationmethodfor a simpler systemalreadyexhibiting manyof theessentialfeatures
of the full theory; also at presentthe precision of the evaluationis definitely higher in this simplified
case. Since calculations basedon colour SU(2) [3—6,12] and those using SU(3) [8,10] do lead to
essentiallythe sameresults,it is moreoverpossibleto reducecomputertimesby consideringthe smaller
colour group.— The extensionto full QCD with fermionswill be presentedin section3.4.

The partition function for a quantumsystemdescribedin terms of fields A(x) by a Hamiltonian
H(A) is definedas

Z=Tre’~’, (3.1)

where T = /3’ is againthe physicaltemperature.The conventionallattice formalism is obtainedfrom
thisin threesteps:(1) reformulationof Z as pathintegral;(2) introductionof the lattice; (3) changeof
“variables” from gaugefield to gaugegroup. Let us look at this procedurein a little moredetail.

The Lagrangedensityof gluon QCD is given by

£f~’=—~F~F~’/~ (3.2)

with

F~ — ~ ~ A” — ,ca Ab ~%C,d~ ~Jb~ ,~ ~.

Herethe fabc arethe structurefunctionsof the relevantunderlyinggaugegroup, whosegeneratorsA,

satisfy [Aa,A,,] = if~bAC;for SU(2), the colour indices a, b, c each run from oneto two, for SU(3) from
oneto three.If we set the structurefunctionsequalto zero,we recoverthe photongas structure:it is
thenon-Abeliannaturewhich gives us the gluon—gluon interaction.The partition functionZ can now
bewritten [23] in the form of a path integral

Z($, 1/) = J [dA] exp{J dT J d3x~[A(x,T)]} (3.4)

usingthe EuclideanLagrangedensity,~ with it = r, andwith periodicity in r, A(x, 0) = A(x, /3). The
three-dimensionalintegral of the Hamiltonian form (H -~--5 d3x~x)) thus becomesan asymmetric
four-dimensionalone,with the “special” dimensionmeasuringthe temperature.

In the nextstep,wereplacethe Euclideanx — T continuumby a finite lattice [24],with Ne,, sites and
spacinga., in the spatial part, N,

3 sites and spacinga,, in the temperaturedirection.To assurethe
requiredperiodicity in r, we chosea lattice closed on itself: 1 1 + N,,. For economy in the later
calculations,we work with lattices which are symmetricand also periodic in the spacepart, although
neitherpropertywould benecessary.— The integralsin the exponentof eq. (3.4) nowbecomesums,and
we haveV = (N.,a.,)

3,/3 = N,,a,,. The thermodynamiclimit requiresN., —* ~ at fixed a,; the continuum
limit is obtainedby ar,, a~—*0 with fixed N,,a,,, which forcesalso N,, —* ~. The successof the approach
restson the (lucky) factsthat alreadyrathersmalllattices(N., 5—10, N

0 — 3—5) seemto beasymptotic,
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and such that scalechanges(changesin lattice spacings)can be connectedto changesin the coupling
strengthg by the renormalizationgrouprelation, indicating continuumbehaviour.

In the last step [24], we replacethe gaugefield “variable” A~((x,+ xj)/2) associatedto the link
betweentwo adjacentsites i andj by the gaugegroupelement

U~,= exp{—i(x, — x1)
t’ A~((x

1+ x~)/2)}, (3.5)

whereA,~(x)= AuA~(x).With thistransformation,the partition function becomes

Z(f3, V) = f fl dL~1exp{-S(U)}, (3.6)
{tinks}

wherethe SU(N) lattice actionis given by

S( U) = ~ {~1~~ [i — ReTr U,JLJ1k Uk! U1~]+ ~ [1—~ ReTr U~JUjkUk, U11] }. (3.7)g a., {P,,} a4 {P~}

Herethe sum {P.,} runs overall purely spacelikelatticeplaquettes(ijkl), while {P,,} runsover all those
with two spacelikeandtwo “temperature-like”links. — If weinserteq.(3.5)in eqs.(3.6,3.7)andexpandfor
small latticespacings(‘x, — x11 —s 0), thenwe recoverin leadingorder the startingform (3.4).

Fromeqs. (3.6, 3.7), the energydensity

e (—1/V)(8 In Z/8f3)v= —(N~N,,a~~)’(8In Z/8a,,)~,, (3.8)

is foundto be [6,25]

= 2N(N~N,,a~.a,,g2y1{(~~ [i - ~Re Tr UUUU])_ (~~ [i - ReTr uuUu])}
(3.9)

with () denotingthe usualthermodynamicaverage

~X) = {f [I dU e_S~X(U)}/{f fj dU e_s~}. (3.10)

Eq. (3.9) is our startingpoint for the MonteCarlo evaluationof gluon thermodynamics.
The evaluationis now carriedout as follows [26]. The computersimulatesan N

3., X N,, lattice; for
conveniencewe choose a., = a

4 = a. Starting from a given ordered (all U = 1, “cold start”) or
disordered(all U random, “hot start”) initial configuration, successivelyeach link is assigneda new
elementU’, chosenrandomlywith the weightexp{—S(U)}.Onetraverseof this procedurethroughthe
entire lattice is called one iteration. In general,it is found that five hundredor so iterationsprovide
reasonablefirst indicationsaboutthe behaviourof the energydensity (3.9), but for someprecisionone
should havemore. The resultsto be shownhereare obtainedfor colour SU(2), with typically around
threethousanditerations,afterwhich weobservequitestablebehaviour;we havemoreoverreproduced
our resultsalsowith the finite subgroupapproximationto SU(2) [27]. Our work was donewith N., = 7,
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9, 10 for N,, = 2, 3, 4, 5; apartfrom expectedfinite lattice size effects [9] there was no striking N.,

dependenceof r, suggestingthat in generalthe thermodynamiclimit is reached.To give at leastsome
intuitive groundsfor this, notethat a i0~x 3 latticehasabout12000 link degreesof freedom.

As a result of the MonteCarlo evaluation,we obtainfor a latticeof given size (N,,, N,,) the energy
densityE as function of g. In the continuumlimit, g and the lattice spacinga are for colour SU(N)
relatedthrough

aAL = (1 1Ng2/481T2)5~’2’exp{—24ir2/1 lNg2}; (3.11)

this relationis found by requiringa dimensionalparameterAL to remainconstantunderscalechanges
accompaniedby correspondingchangesin coupling strength. Hence once we are in the region of
validity of the continuumlimit, eq. (3.11)gives us the connectionbetweeng and a. Since(N,,a)’ is the
temperaturein units of AL, we than havethe desiredcontinuumform of tt(j3).

In fig. 3.2, we show the resultingenergydensityE asfunction of the temperatureT We first notethat

£

10 20 30 50 100 150 200 300 500

1/AL
Fig. 3.2. Energydensityof theSU(2) Yang—Mills system,comparedto the ideal gasvalue CSB, asfunction of temperatureT. Thecurve is a fit.

at high temperatures(T/AL~ 100), the resultsof the Monte Carlo evaluationagreequite well with the
anticipatedStefan—Boltzmannform

~/T4ir2/5. (3.12)

Let usnow go to lower T At aboutT = 5OAL, ~ drops sharply.Thederivativeof e gives usthe specific
heat, shown in fig. 3.3. At T 43AL, it hasa singularity-like peak,which signals the transition from
bound to free gluons. With AL takenin physical units [28], this gives us T~= 200MeV. How do we
know that it is the deconfinementtransitionwhich occurs here?There are two separatepiecesof
evidence.We shall see shortly that below T~the SU(2) Yang—Mills systemfollows the behaviourof
hadronicmatter [6], asgiven in part 3.2. Alternatively, onecan studythe behaviourof a staticq4 pair
immersedin a gluon systemof temperatureT [4,5, 8]; the free energyF of an isolatedquark then
servesto define the thermalWilson loop ~L)= exp{—f3F} as order parameter.It is found that (L) is

essentiallyzerobelow andnon-zeroaboveT~.Since(L) = 0 correspondsto aninfinite free energyof an
isolatedcolour source,wehaveconfinementbelow T~.

Comingnow, as promised,to the temperatureregion justbelow T~,we show in fig. 3.4the difference
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c~/T
3

0 30 ~50 X30 150~S0 300
1/AL

Fig. 3.3. The specificheatof theSU(2) Yang—Mills systemas function of temperatureT, obtainedby differentiating the fit of fig. 3.2.

betweenenergydensityandpressure,

2i ~(e—3P)/T4 (3.13)

as takenfrom the MonteCarlo evaluation,comparedto the correspondinghadronicgasform %iH from
section 3.2; both aregiven as functionsof x = (T~/T)—1. This comparison,if it leadsto agreementon
functionalbehaviour,alsoallows us to determinethe massrn

0 of the glueball,as lowestgluonium state.
We see from fig. 3.4 that m~ 4.5T~ 19OALprovidesquite good agreementwith the Monte Carlo

(e -3P)/T
4 (~—3P)/T4

~ - ~1,L
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 250 500 750 1000

X T[MeV]
Fig. 3.4. Interaction measure~ (e — 3P)/T4 as function of X = Fig. 3.5. Interaction measureA (e — 3P)/T4 as function of tern-
T,/T—1, comparedto theresonancegaspredictionwith glueballmass perature,comparedto the leading orderperturbativeform with bag
mG= 4, 4.5 and5 T,. correctionB114= 180 (a), 190 (b) and200 (c)MeV.
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data. Moreover, this value of mG (with physical parametersabout 850—1000MeV) is in reasonable
accordwith otherlatticeQCD determinations[34].

Finally let us havea look at how the Yang—Mills systembehavesjust above deconfinement[12].
While we expect perturbativebehaviourat very high temperature,it seemslikely that the form just
aboveT~is still non-perturbative.If we parametrizethe contributionsof the physicalvacuumbubbles
still presentin the plasmacloseto T~in termsof a bagdescription,we havein the caseof colour SU(2)
for the pressure

(3.14)

and

= 3P+4~a~T4+4B (3.15)

for the energydensity. Here B denotesthe bag pressureand a.= 3~r/(llln 4T/A) is the running
couplingconstant,with A as scaleparameter.In fig. 3.5 we seethat Bt/4 190MeV andA 100MeV
yield a very good description of the functional form of i (e — 3P)/T4. This implies a basically
non-perturbativeapproachtowardsasymptoticfreedomat leastup to T— 2T~.The role of higherorder
perturbationcorrectionsis presentlystill unclear[291.

All lattice results presentedhere were obtainedwith the Wilson form (3.7) of the action, which
providesthe correctcontinuumlimit. Thereare, however,otherlattice actionswhich alsodo this, and
we may thereforeask if deconfinement,both qualitatively and quantitatively, is independentof the
choiceof action. It was recentlyshownthat this is indeedthe case[301.

In closing this part,we note that also the extensionto the SU(3)systemhasnow beencarriedout
[8, 10]; it requiresgreatercomputationalefforts, becausethereare eight group parametersinsteadof
three. The behaviourobservedis, however, in good agreementwith that of the SU(2) system. In
particular,we notethat at high temperaturethe energydensitynow approaches[10]

E/T4~81T2/15, (3.16)

insteadof eq. (3.12) in the SU(2)case.Both timeswe thusfind the numberof degreesof freedomof a
systemof massless,non-interactinggluons for the correspondingcolour group. The deconfinement
transitionin the SU(3)case occursat TC/AL 75—83, which with the string tension relation [28] gives
T~ 150—170MeV, alsoin accordwith the SU(2)value.

In conclusion:wehaveseenthat MonteCarlotechniquesappliedto latticeQCD allow us to evaluate
gluon thermodynamicsover the whole temperaturerange.The resultingbehaviourshowsthe expected
two-phasenature:at low temperatures,we havea hadronicresonancegas of gluonium states;heating
brings usto a deconfinementtransitionandbeyondthat to an ideal gluon gas.

3.4. QCD thermodynamicswith quarks

We nowwant to extendthe considerationsof part 3.3 to includequarksandantiquarks.We shallsee
that this brings in a basically new feature— the question of chiral symmetry restoration at high
temperature.The lattice formulation encountersas a result the problem of speciesdoubling [24,31],
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and in addition the Monte Carlo evaluationbecomesconsiderablymore complex. Nevertheless,first
resultsboth on the full QCD energydensity [13] andon chiral symmetryrestoration[13,14] havenow
appeared;we shall hereconsiderthe former, returningto chiral symmetryin section3.5.

The QCD Lagrangiandensityfor masslessquarksof one flavour only can be written

~ A) = —~F~F~’.”+~/i,,(i,3’—g...4aAa).,~,,~ (4.1)

Here,~, v denotetensor,a, /3 spinoranda, b, c colour indices.The finite temperatureEuclideanaction
becomes

S,,(~,A) = — J d3x Jdr~(~A) (4.2)

with periodic (antiperiodic)boundaryconditionsin the temperatureintegrationof the boson(fermion)
fields. The full action thus is a sum

S,,(
4’i, A) = S,,G(A)+ S,,F(clr,A) (4.3)

of thepureYang—Mills part SG andthequark-gluonpartS’~.TheYang—Mills systemwastreatedin section
3.3; we shall concentratehereon

Fermiontheorieson the latticegenerallyleadto speciesdoubling [31],unlessoneis willing to accept
chiral symmetry breaking [24]. We shall here use Wilson’s form [24], in which chiral symmetry is
recoveredonly in the continuumlimit. We consideragainan asymmetriclattice,with N,, spatialandN,,

temporalsites.
On this lattice, the action S’~on the quark-gluonsectoris written [13,25]

SF= ~ ~ — kF~
2)3a~+a.,[ç~(1— y

0)U~,~±o~±o+ ~1 + y0)U~o,~~o]

— kF(g
2) 4~ ~ [~(1 — y~)U~,~±

4~~±4+ ~i~(1+ ~ (4.4)

a4 a.,,,~.1

wherewe havesuppressedall but symbolic lattice indices. The secondterm in eq. (4.4) refers to that
part of the lattice summationin which the gaugegroup elements Unm are associatedwith timelike
lattice links n, rn; in the third, the links arespacelike.The fermioniccouplingK(g

2)= k~(g2)/8is the
usual “hopping” parameter[24,32].

In termsof
5F andS’~,the Euclideanform of the QCD partition function on the latticeis now given

by

Z= f fl dU JJd~dçfr exp{_SG(U)_S”(U, ~,~)} (4.5)
tinks sites

with the dU integrationto be carriedout for all links, the d~/id~iintegrationsfor all sitesof the lattice.
Sincethe fermion action 5F hasthe form

(4.6)
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M,, = (1— y*,)Unm
t5n.m_4+ (1 + yp~U~mn6nm+4, (4.7)

the integrationover the anti-commutingspinorfields can becarriedout [33]to give aneffectiveboson
form

z=J fl dUexp{_SG(U)}det(l_KM). (4.8)
links

The Euclideanenergydensity~ is obtainedfrom Z; it alsobecomesthe sume = EG + 6F of thepure
gluon part (eq. (3.9)) andthe quark-gluonpart [25]

=—~
2(N~N,,a~Z)~J fl dU exp{_SG(U)}det Q

tinks

* {3K(~2)Tr(M
0Q’) — K(g

2)~ Tr(AQ1)~ (4.9)

with Qnsl-KM(U)
The computationalproblembeyondwhat is encounteredin the pure Yang—Mills caselies in the

evaluationof det Q andof Q1. We shall hereusethe expansionof thesequantitiesin powersof the
fermioniccoupling K (“hoppingparameterexpansion”[32]),and retain in both casesonly the leading
term. By calculatingan ideal gas of masslessfermions in the sameapproximation,we shall then get
someideaof how valid this proceduremaybe.

For det Q the leadingterm is

det Q = det(1— KM)= 1 (4.10)

(“quenchedapproximation”[34]),while in the expansion

= [1—1~1~1= K’[M(U)]’, (4.11)

becauseof gaugeinvariance,the first contributionto Tr(Q’M) arisesfor the shortestnon-vanishing
closedioopobtainedfrom M(U) — U For N,, = 2 and 3, this is a thermalloop, i.e., oneclosedin the
temperaturedirection; hencein that case,the first term is I = N,, — 1. For N,, � 4, theseloops arenot
the only ones;but the non-thermalloopslead to negligibly small contributions,so that we obtainon an
isotropic lattice

(4.12)

with (L) for the expectationvalueof the thermalWilson ioop, anda for the latticespacing.
To test the convergenceof the hoppingparameterexpansion,we compare [13] in table 3.1 the

resulting energydensityof an ideal gas of masslessquarkswith the exact form [9] for such a system,
bothcalculatedon latticesof the samesize. For low N,, values,the approximationgiven by just the
leadingterm is found to be quitereasonable,with lessthan 10% errorsfor N,, = 2 and3. This leadsus
to expectthat also for QCD we can obtain an indicative estimateby retaining that term only. This
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Table 3.1
Ratio R of the leading term of the hopping
parameterexpansionfor the energydensityof an
ideal gas of masslessfermionsto theexactenergy
densityon an infinite spatial lattice,at severalN~

values.

N, 2 3 4 5
R 1.086 0.944 0.764 0.557

expectationis supportedby preliminaryresultsfor SU(2) fermions[35]: theenergydensityobtainedby
including all termsup to I = 20 in eq. (4.11) differs only by 10% from the leadingterm.

We now return to eq. (4.12) for the quark-gluon energydensity of SU(N) QCD. The fermion
couplingK(g2) for masslessquarkshasbeenevaluatednumerically bothat large [36] andat small [37]
g2. The thermal Wilson ioop (L) can be calculatedby the usual finite temperatureMonte Carlo
techniques.

With the connectionbetweeng2, the lattice spacing a and the lattice scaleAL, as given by the
renormalizationgroup relation [38] (3.11) we can then from eq. (4.12) obtain

8F as function of the
temperatureT = /3_i = (N,,a)

1.
Comparingthe leadingterm of the hoppingparameterexpansionfor

6F with that of anideal gasof
masslessfermions,EsB, wehavefrom eq. (4.12)

EF/ESFB= [8K(g
2)]”(L)/N (4.13)

with K = 1/8, (L) = N for the ideal gasanalogof theSU(N) case.
For the SU(3)case,which is obviouslythe physically most interestingone,we displayin table3.2, for

N,, = 3 and4, the valuesof (L) from ref. [10],togetherwith the couplingK(g2), whichis takenfrom the
u, d form of ref. [36], and the resulting energydensityratio EF/e~B We note that the energydensity

Table 3.2
Hopping parameterK, thermalwilson loop (L) and ratio

e~Is~
5for SU(3).

N,, T/AL 8K (L) ~F/,F

3 80 1.536 0.31 0.374
84 1.512 0.63 0.726
89 1.496 0.73 0.815
95 1.472 0.88 0.935

100 1.456 0.96 0.988
110 1.416—1.448 1.04 1.01±0.03
120 1.384—1.4.40 1.08 1.02±0.07
130 1.360—1.440 1.13 1.04±0.10
140 1.328—1.432 1.17 1.03±0.12

4 76 1.456 0.29 0.434
84 1.416-1.448 0.60 0.84±0.04
90 1.384—1.440 0.64 0.85±0.07

100 1.328—1.432 0.73 0.89±0.13
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Fig. 3.6. Fermionicenergydensityof theSU(3) system,comparedto the ideal gasvalue ElB, asfunction of the temperature.Circles correspondto
N

8 = 3, triangles to N8= 4.
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Fig. 3.7. Comparisonof theenergydensityof full QCDwith that of theSU(3) Yang—Mills theory,asobtainedfrom a fit to fig. 3.6 andfrom ref. [101.

very quickly approachesits asymptoticvalue— andnot becauseK and~ separatelydo so, but rather
becausethesequantities,for eachN,,, togetherprovidean almost asymptoticenergydensity. In fig. 3.6
we display the temperaturebehaviourof the combinedN,, = 3 and 4 results.We note a sharpdrop
aroundT —

8OAL(_0.4o~~2),which presumablycorrespondsto the onsetof confinement.
In fig. 3.7 weshow the overall energydensityE/T4, obtainedby combiningour aboveresultsfor EF

with the pure Yang—Mills results of part 3.3. We concludethat full quantumchromodynamicswith
fermionsindeedappearsto lead to the deconfinementbehaviourobservedin the study of Yang—Mills
systemsalone. In particular,we note that at temperaturesT ~ 2T~essentiallyall constituentdegreesof
freedomhavebeen“thawed”.

3.5. Deconfinementand chiral symmetry restoration

Quantumchromodynamics,for masslessquarksa priori free of dimensionalscales,contains the
intrinsic potentialfor the spontaneousgenerationof two scales:onefor the confinementforce coupling
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quarksto form hadrons,and one for the chiral force binding the collective excitationsto Goldstone
bosons[39].Thesetwo leadin thermodynamicsto two possiblephasetransitions,characterizedby two
critical temperatures,T~and TCh. Above T~,the density is high enough to render confinement
unimportant:hadronsdissolveinto quarksand gluons. Above T~h,chiral symmetryis restored,so that
quarksmustbe massless.For T belowboth T~andTch, we haveagasof massivehadrons;for T above
both T~and T~h,we have a plasma of masslessquarksand gluons. Conceptuallysimplestwould be
T~= T~h;the possibility T~>T~happearsrather unlikely [40]. On the other hand, T~< T~hwould
correspondto a regime of unboundmassive“constituent” quarks[40], as they appearin the additive
quark model for hadron—hadronand hadron—leptoninteractions[41]. The questionof deconfinement
vs. chiral symmetryrestorationthusconfrontsuswith one of the most intriguing aspectsof quark-gluon
thermodynamics.

The fermionic action of Wilson [24] used in the last section avoidsspeciesdoubling at the cost of
chiral invariance.Evenan ideal gasof masslessquarksin this formulation is not chirally invariant [42],
sincethe expectationvalue (I/It/F) is alwaysdifferent from zero. It hasthereforebeensuggested[42]to
use the difference betweenthis “Stefan—Boltzmann”value and the correspondingQCD value for
Wilsonfermionsas the physically meaningfulorderparameter:it would vanishwhenthe behaviourof a
non-interactingsystemof masslessfermionsis reached.

In fig. 3.8 we show this order parameteras calculatedfor colour SU(3), in leading power of the
hopping parameterexpansion[13]. It is non-zeroup to T~h= 100AL, and vanishesfor higher tem-
peratures.This suggestschiral symmetryrestorationslightly abovedeconfinement,with

T~h/T~~1.3. (5.1)

It remainsopenat presentto what extentthiswill bemodifiedby the inclusionof virtual quark loops,or
if thereareanysignificant finite latticeeffects.

Using for the SU(2)casea chirally invariant actionwith the resultingspeciesdoubling,it was found
in ref. [14] that chiral symmetryrestorationoccursat

T~h= (0.55±0.07)Vcr; (5.2)

~ <WV’>

5,

1.0

0.8

0.6

0~

0.2
T/AL

t
60 80 100

Fig. 3.8. The chiral order parameter[((~i~l’)sB— (c~f’))/(~)ss],where (41s,9)sBmeasuresthe chiral symmetry breakingof an ideal gas of massless
Wilson fermionson a finite lattice.
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herealsovirtual quarkloopsareneglected.Sincein this determinationonly (t/it/i) is studied,it doesnot
provide any information about T~.To obtain T~h/T~,one thereforehas to rely on someother T~
determination.With the ratherlow valueof ref. [5], it is found that [14]

T~h/T~=1.6±0.2. (5.3)

Using the largestT~obtained[6], we haveinstead

T~h/T~=1.0±0.1 (5.4)

so thatthe questionof whetheror not T~= T~happearsto remainopen.

3.6. Phasetransitionparameters

In the latticeevaluationof QCD thermodynamics,wehavecalculatedall physicalquantitiesin terms
of the dimensionallatticescaleAL. To convert AL into physical units, we justhaveto measureoneof
these physical observables.String tension considerationsgive for Yang—Mills systems

— f(l.l ±0.2)x 102V~= (4.4±0.8)MeV [43] (6 1)
L_l(13±02)X 1o_2\/~=(5.2±o.8)[44]

in caseof colour SU(2)and

AL = (5.0±1.5)x io~V0-= (2.0±0.6)MeV [45] (6.2)

for colour SU(3).The deconfinementtemperatureis foundto be

T~= (38 [4]—43[6])AL (6.3)

for SU(2) and

T,, = (75 [81—83[10])AL (6.4)

for SU(3). Taking the averageof eq. (6.1), we have

T — f[(170—210) ±30] MeV SU(2) 6 5— 1~[(150-170)±50] MeV SU(3) ( . )

andthuslittle or no dependenceof T~on the colour group.This Yang—Mills valueof the deconfinement
temperatureremainsunaffectedby the introduction of quarks in the schemeof section 3.4. The
temperaturefor chiral symmetryrestorationis accordinglygiven by relation(5.1).

From eq. (6.5) andthe form of fig. 3.7, we can now estimatethe energydensityvalues at the two
transitionpoints. For the SU(3)Yang—Mills case,we obtain

6(L) 200—300MeV/fm
3, (6.6)
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wherewehaveassumedthat the turn-overin e occursat abouthalf the Stefan—Boltzmannvalue.This
range,correspondingroughly to hadronicenergydensity,seemsphysically quite reasonable.It is not
known at presentif and how much it would be increasedby the introduction of quarks; a shift
proportionalto that of the Stefan—Boltzmannlimit would doublethe value of eq. (6.6). This suggests
twice standardnuclear density (no = 150MeV/fm3) as lower and four times nucleardensity as upper
boundfor the deconfinementtransition.Presentestimatesfor the energydensityexpectedin ultrarela-
tivistic heavyion collisions [46] thusput deconfinementwithin reach.

Chiral symmetry restoration,evenif it occurs at only slightly higher temperatures,seemsto be
considerablymore difficult to attain. Just a small increasebeyond T~brings us to the top of the
Stefan—Boltzmann“shelf”, wherethe energydensityis above4 GeV/fm3.

3.7. Conclusions

Our basicconclusionis certainly that the latticeformulation of quantumchromodynamicsappearsto
be an extremelyfruitful approachto the thermodynamicsof stronglyinteractingmatter.It is so far the
only way to describewithin one theory the whole temperaturerange from hadronicmatter to the
quark-gluonplasma.It leadsto deconfinementandprovidesfirst hints on chiral symmetry restoration.

We are still at the beginning. It is not really clear if T~� T~h,finite size scaling nearthe phase
transitionshas not been studied at all for T� 0, and the lattice thermodynamicsof systemswith
non-zerobaryonnumberhasnot beentouched.Nevertheless,thereseemsto emergetodayfrom QCD
somethingalreadysuggestedby percolationmethods[47], instantonconsiderations[48] andmeanfield
calculations[49]: a threestatepictureof strongly interactingmatter.
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4. Heavy Ion Collisions in the Hydrodynamical Model
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4.1. Introduction

Since 1973 therehasbeenmuch theoreticaland experimentalinterestin colliding heavy nuclei at
high energy.Heavy nucleimeansmassnumbersgreaterthan40, andhigh energymeansa beamenergy
greaterthan 200 MeV per nucleon,usually considerablygreater.The hope is that we will be able to
learn somethingabout the propertiesof hadronicmatter at high energydensity occupyinga large
volume. The simplest scenariois that thermalization is achievedduring central collisions of heavy
nuclei, andthereforewe ought to be ableto extractsomeinformation on the equationof stateof the
producedmatter. If thermalizationis not achievedthen one might still learn somethingabout the
propertiesof bulk matterat high energydensity,but it will not be the equationof state.The aim of
thesestudiesthen is orthogonalto e4e annihilation physics whereone likes to concentratea large
amountof energyin a small volume.

There hasbeen considerablespeculationon the types of exotic matter which may be formed in
centralheavyion collisions.At high baryondensityconjectureshavecenteredon pion condensation[1],
Lee—Wick nuclearmatter [2], delta isomers[3] andquark matter [4]. At high temperatureone might
encountera limiting temperature[5] or atransitionto quark-gluonmatter[6]. (Sincethe field is so large
theseandotherreferencesaremeantto be illustrative but not exhaustive.)

Hydrodynamicalmodels are well suited theoreticallyto the study of heavy ion collisions at high
energy.This is becausethe only variableinput for solving the hydrodynamicequationsof motion for a
given nucleus—nucleuscollision is thehadronicmatterequationof state.If heavynucleiwerecollided at
the highestenergiesattainablein currentproton accelerators,the hydrodynamicalmodel wouldpredict
energydensitiesso greatthat the resulting matter would be in the deconfinedquark-gluonphase.
However, caution must be used when comparing the results of hydrodynamic calculations with
experiment,sincereal nuclei are not macroscopicobjects in the classicalsenseof beingcomposedof
1023 particles.It remainsan openandintriguing questionasto whetherevenuraniumis largeenough.If
we were able to collide neutron stars,and some day mankind or his descendantsmay have that
capability, therewould be no controversy.

We can makesomesemi-quantitativeestimates.The meanfree pathfor aparticlewhich belongsto
an ensembleof particleswhichis in or nearthermalequilibrium is A = 1/no’V2,wheren is theparticle
numberdensityanda- is the scatteringcross-section.(lithe particlein questiondoesnot belongto the
ensemblebut is shotinto the gasat high velocity the \/2 is takenaway.)At normal nucleardensityand
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nucleus radius(fm) diameter(fm)

p 0.8 1.6
2.7 5.4

4.1 8.2
7.4 14.8

with a cross-sectionof 40 mb we find that A = 1.2 fm. Let L be a typical dimensionof the nucleiwhich
arecolliding againsteachother.The radii anddiametersof sometypical nuclei are listed in the table.
(Recall,however,that real nucleihavea diffuse surfaceof width 1 fm.) If A ~ L thenwe would expecta
single nucleonknock-out model to be valid [7]. That is, onenucleon from each of the nuclei would
scattertogetheronceandthen leave the collision zoneand fly off towardthe detectors.If A ?z L, then
the individual nucleonswould undergo several binary collisions with other nucleonsand we would
expectthe validity of the morecomplicatedintranuclearcascademodels[8, 9]. If A wasto becometoo
small comparedwith L, then we might begin to worry about the effects of the densepacking of
nucleons,many-body forces, off-mass-shellpropagation, etc., which are not contained in the in-
tranuclearcascademodels. If A ~ L then theseandother effects might be incorporatedmore con-
veniently or correctly by using a realistic equationof stateand by solving the equationsof motion of
hydrodynamics.This is equivalentto saying that local thermal equilibrium is achievedduring the
collision. If A s L, then strict local equilibrium may not be valid andwe should incorporatethe effects
of finite gradientsof pressure,temperature,etc. We would then needto solve the equationsof motion
of imperfectfluid dynamics,which would requireknowledgeof the bulk andshearviscositycoefficients,
the thermalconductivity coefficient, as well as the equationof state.The domain of overlapbetween
intranuclearcascadeand imperfect fluid dynamics is an interesting problem in non-equilibrium
statisticalmechanics.The effect of a finite meanfree path on expandingfireballs will be investigated
later in section4.3.

4.2. Experimentalevidencefor non-trivial behaviour

The first question we should ask is whether or not there is any evidenceat all for non-trivial
behaviourin heavy ion collisions. By trivial behaviourit is meantthat all such collisions could be
describedby the single nucleonknock-outmodel. In fig. 4.1 somedata [10] for Ar+ KC1 —* p + X at a
beamenergyof 800MeV per nucleonis shown.The inclusivesingle particle invariant cross-sectionis
plottedas a function of the angle in the CM and at fixed kinetic energy.The predictionsof two models
are shown for comparison.The single nucleon knock-out, or hard scattering,model [7] uses an
elementary single particle momentum distribution for nucleons in the nucleus of the form
(pIpo)!sinh(plpo), po = 90 MeV/c. This contrastswith the Fermi—Dirac distribution O(pF— p), where
PF 260MeV/c is the Fermi momentum.It wasfound that the former distribution, when usedin this
model,producedmuchbetteragreementwith the datathanthe latter.However,the modelstill predicts
much more angularasymmetrythan is presentin the data. Recall that at theseenergieselementary
nucleon—nucleoncollisions areforward-backwardpeaked.Thus the datawould indicatesomedegreeof
multiple scattering,headingtowardsa more isotropic distribution. The predictionsof a fireball model
[11]calculation is alsoshown.For collisions betweensymmetricsize nuclei the fireball is alwaysformed
at restin the CM. Hence this model predictscompleteisotropy. However, in its original version the
fireball model doesnot conserveangularmomentum.If the fireball was given the correctamountof
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Fig.4.1. The angulardistributionof protonsfor fixed centre-of-masskinetic energy,from thecollisionsof Ar with KCI. Thedata[10]arecompared
with two opposingmodelsof thereactions.

spin it would producea forward-backwardasymmetrywhich might reproducethe data.
In fig. 4.2 somedata [12] for Ne+ U—* chargedparticles+ X at a beamenergyof 250MeV per

nucleon is shown. The data refers to the summed-chargesingle particle differential cross-section,
obtainedby summingcontributionsfrom p, d, t,

3He and a. For comparison,the predictionsof three
different models are also shown. There are two versionsof fluid dynamics[13] andone version of
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Fig. 4.2. Thecharged-particleenergyspectrum,for fixed laboratoryangle,from thecollisionsof Ne with U. Thedata[12] arecomparedwith three
model calculations.
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intranuclearcascade[8]. Notice that there are no major qualitative differencesamong the model
predictionsand with the data. This is despite the fact that intranuclearcascadeand fluid dynamics
approachthe reactiondynamicsfrom oppositeextremes.This could meanthat A really is smallenough
for thesecollisions to exhibit hydrodynamicbehaviourevenin the cascadeapproach.Or, it could mean
that too muchinformationis lost by summingover all chargedparticlesandby summingover all impact
parameters.

To help decidethe issue the experiment[14] can also measurethe multiplicity associatedwith the
detectionof aproton of given momentum.The resultof such a measurementis shown in fig. 4.3. The
reactionsNe+ U -~ p + X at a beamenergyof 393MeV per nucleonareseparatedinto low multiplicity
(of X) eventsandhigh multiplicity events.Naively weexpecthigher multiplicity eventsto be associated
with smaller impact parameters,since the overlapof the target and projectile would be greater.The
shape of the proton differential cross-sectionis qualitatively different when one triggers on high
multiplicity events as opposedto low multiplicity events.This rules out a single nucleon knock-out
model descriptionof thesereactionssincethe shapeof the proton spectrumin that model is predicted
to be independentof multiplicity andimpactparameter.It seemsthat intranuclearcascademodelshave
only a very weak impact parameterdependencewhich is not able to reproducethis qualitative
difference.This differenceis, in contrast,predictedby hydrodynamiccalculations[15].

Né+U ..p+(IowMl Ne. U —pIhIgh Ml

ID . 4 ~/‘~~•~“\ MeV/c

150

:.~ - F ~2O0
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OLABl~~mI
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Fig. 4.3. The angulardistribution of protons, for fixed laboratorymomentum,from thecollisions of Ne with U. The graph on the left is for low
associatedmultiplicitieswhile the graphon the right is for high associatedmultiplicities.

4.3. Fluid dynamics in the one GeV per nucleondomain

Theequationsof motion of relativistichydrodynamicsexpressthe conservationof energy-momentum

O~T~=0, (1)

andof baryonnumber

s9~N~=0. (2)
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Thenotationis as follows. The energy-momentumtensor

T~’=Pg~+(P+p)U’U~ (3)

dependson the pressureP, the total energydensityp asmeasuredin therestframeof the fluid, andthe
four-velocity U~*.The latter has time componentU°= (1 — v2)1”2 and spacecomponentsU = vU

0,
where v is the local velocity of the fluid relativeto a fixed computationalframe. The baryoncurrentis
N~’= nU’~,where n is the local baryon density in the rest frame of the fluid. The thermodynamic
quantitiesP, p and n are relatedby an equationof statewhich we maychooseto write in the form
P = P(p, n). The independentquantitiesp, n and v thendependon position x and time t.

Numericalmethodshavebeendevelopedto solve theseequationsin threedimensions[13].We have
performedsuchcalculations[16] for the collisions of equal-massnucleiat variousimpact parametersat
a beamenergy of 800MeV per nucleon (182MeV per nucleon in the CM). In fig. 4.4 the time

A + A 182 MeV/A CM

b = 0.8 bm~~ b = 0.4 bm.~ b = 0

0~

S ~lJIi~.

1* ~

Fig. 4.4. Thetime development,in equal time steps,of theprojectedbaryondensity in the centre-of-massat threedifferent impactparameters
obtainedfrom a three-dimensionalrelativistichydrodynamicmodel. The equivalentlaboratorybeamenergyis 800MeV per nucleon.
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developmentof such collisions at threedifferent impact parametersis shown. (We havealso madea
colour movie, for collisions at four impact parameters,entitled SuperIon, TheMovie. Copiesare on
depositwith the AmericanAssociationof PhysicsTeachersand the Los AlamosNational Laboratory
film libraries and are availablefor short term loan.) The resultsare scaleinvariant, that is, they are
independentof the physical size of the nuclei. Notice in particularthe qualitativedifference between
largeandsmall impactparameters.At b = 0.8bmaxthereis only a small volume of overlapbetweenthe
colliding nuclei.The largetargetandprojectilefragmentsleavethe collisions with essentiallythe same
velocity with which theyentered.At b = 0, however,all the matterparticipatesdirectly in the collision.
Thereis a flattening of the nuclei as they compress,with someof the matterbouncingbackwardsbut
with most of it splashingout to the side.The maximumcompressionof matterattainedwas about3 to
4.

We wish to quantify theseglobal aspects of the collisions by meansof thrust,

T=max~I~t.ñI/~IP~I. (4)

The sum is over all particles i with momentump~in the CM. The thrust is especiallyrelevantfor
nucleus—nucleuscollisions sinceit is relatively insensitiveto suchthings as pionproductionandnuclear
clusteringin the final stagesof the collision,

The result of a thrust analysis applied to thesecalculationsis shown in fig. 4.5. It displays the
expectedbehaviour.At b = bmax the nuclei just begin to interact. T = 1 and occursat an angle of 00

‘I’irrie ( ‘b0~ Sec)
b/b max
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Fig. 4.5. Thrust as a function of impactparameterandanglerelative Fig. 4.6. The entropy per nucleon as a function of time and com-
to thebeamaxis. Seealsofig. 4.4. putationalcycle for centralcollisionsof mass40 nuclei at800MeV per

nucleon.Seealsofig. 4.4. The top two curvescorrespondto equations
of statewhich arethermallymuchsofter thanthosecorrespondingto
thebottomtwo curves.
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relativeto the beam.As theimpactparameteris reducedthe nuclei interactmorestrongly.The nuclear
matter is compressedand shovedout to finite angles.T decreasesin magnitudebecausesomeof the
initial collectivemomentumis distributedin a rangeof anglescenteredabout 0 and becausesomeof it
is converted,via shockheating,into randomizedthermalenergy.For a centralcollision the momentum
comesout preferentiallyas a sidewardssplash.

Sincethe hydrodynamicequationsarescaleinvariant theseresultsmight representcollisions between
alpha particles,betweenuranium nuclei or betweenneutron stars.Certainly hydrodynamicsis not
applicableto alphaparticlecollisions,but just as certainlythey areapplicableto neutronstarcollisions.
The big questionis whetheror not theyareapplicableto uraniumcollisions.The necessaryexclusiveor
semi-exclusiveexperimentswill be donein the nextyearor two.

It is also possible to computethe spectraof i~,p and d in this model [17]. Besidesthe thrust the
entropy is a convenientglobal quantity to characterizethe stateof the system.Hydrodynamicflow is
normally adiabatic,i.e., entropyconserving.However,whennuclei collide at velocitiesgreaterthanthe
speedof sound,shockwavesoccur andheatthe systemto finite temperatures.The build-up of entropy
as afunction of time is shownin fig. 4.6for centralcollisions of the typedisplayedin fig. 4.4. The nuclei
begin in the ground stateso their entropy is zero. After sometime the shockheating endsand an
adiabaticexpansionphasebegins. At varioustimes the elementaryfluid elementsdrop below normal
nucleardensity.When thishappensthe constituentsfly aparton straight line trajectorieswith a thermal
momentumdistribution. Included in this thermaland chemicalequilibrium breakupstageare ir

4, n-°,

ir~,p, n, d, d*, t and3He. This allows us to calculatetheinvariant differentialcross-sectionsfor protons,
deuteronsand pions as shown in figs. 4.7—4.9. These calculationsare comparedwith some data for
Ar+ KC1 collisions [10].

.~sr+KC1—~p+X .Ar+KC1—>d-i-X

1 o~ ~

4 • -~t 6CM = 30
10 10 -

id3 . ~‘~.QCM 30 io2 -
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~ 10’ ~ 60’~102 . ~. 10° ‘
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Ftg. 4.7. The proton invariant cross-section,plotted in the centre-of- Fig. 4.8. The deuteron invariant cross-section.The labelling is the
massframe,at abeamenergyof 800MeV pernucleon.The solid line sameas in fig. 4.7.
correspondsto KS To = 20 MeV and the dashedline to NS T0 =
Seefig. 4.6. The dataarefrom ref. [10].
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Fig. 4.9. Thepositive pion invariantcross-section.Thelabelling is the sameas in fig. 4.7.

The important aspects of these four figures are the following. For an equation of state which is very
soft more entropy is produced during the collision than for a stiffer equation of state. Entropy is
equivalent to disorder. If, at the end of the collision, the entropy per baryon is high, then more of the
baryonnumberwill emergein the form of free nucleonsas opposedto nuclearclusterslike d, t, 3He,
etc. Also more pions will be produced. Hence by varying the equation of state we can vary the final
chemicalcompositionof the measuredfragments.

In comparisonwith the data noticethat evenwith a very soft equationof statetherearenot enough
free protonsemitted.Notice alsothat therearefar too few pionsproducedby thesecalculationswhich
is in contrastto purely thermalmodelsandintranuclearcascademodelswhich predicttoo many.These
observationstendto suggest that more energy is contained in collective flow than predictedby these
othermodels,but lessthan that predictedby the purehydrodynamicalmodel,at leastfor Ar + KC1 at
800 MeV per nucleon.Fromthe point of view of fluid dynamics,perhapsviscosity andheatconduction
(frictional forces) play a role in reducingthe amountof energycontainedin collective hydrodynamic
flow and keeping it in the form of internal excitation energyand pions. One might also expect in
principle that heatconductionandviscosity would havean effect on a systemas light as Ar+ KCI since
the nucleonmeanfree pathis not negligible comparedto the size of the system.The partitioningof the
available energy among temperature, collective flow and pion mass, seems to be rather crucial.

The effectof a finite meanfree pathon theexpansionstageof centralcollisions betweenheavynuclei
at a beamenergyof 800MeV per nucleonhasbeenstudiedin a non-relativisticimperfectfluid dynamic
approach[18].A gasof point nucleonswith localizedinteractionswas assumedfor definitenessandfor
comparisonwith intranuclearcascade.Kinetic theory,going backto J.C. Maxwell in 1860,thenprovides
the thermalconductivity and viscosity coefficients in terms of the nucleon—nucleoncross-section.The
equationsof motion were solved for a sphericallyexpandingfireball which had an initial uniform
densityof twice normaldensity.The final breakupdensitywas takenas 0.4 of normaldensity.
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Therearetwo obviouswaysof gaugingthe effect of a finite meanfree path: entropygenerationand
the final nucleon momentumdistribution. The additional entropy per nucleon generatedduring the
expansionis plottedin fig. 4.10 as a function of the ratio of themeanfree path divided by the radiusof
the system, evaluatedat normal density. The calculationswere done for C+ C up to U+ U. The
additionalentropygeneratedwas less than 10% of the initial valueof 3.9units, which is asmalleffect.
However, the z~Sfor uraniumcollisions lies closerto the L~Sfor carbon collisions than it does to the
L~S= 0 of neutron star collisions. This somewhatsurprising result is reinforcedwhen we look at the
momentumdistributionsin fig. 4.11. Therewe see that the viscous uraniumplus uraniumexpansion
looks more like a pure Maxwell—Boltzmann distribution than a pure hydrodynamic expansionas
represented by neutron stars.

4.4. Fluid dynamicsin theultra-relativisticdomain

We shouldnot expectfluid dynamicsto be generallyapplicableduring the whole time evolutionof a
collision between nuclei at ultra-relativistic energies. This is because the basic nucleon—nucleon
scatteringsat very high energyareusually soft. In a typical collision the nucleons lose only a relatively
small fraction of their total linear momentumso that more scatteringswould be neededto stopthem
thancan be provided by evena uraniumnucleus. One might think that the pionscreatedduring the
collision would providean additionalbreakingmechanism.We know from proton-nucleusstudiesthat
this is not the case. Thanks to special relativity and a finite formation time pions are produced outside
the targetnucleus. Although Landau’shydrodynamicalmodel and numerousvariantsof it are able to
claim phenomenologicalsuccesses,these are more likely to follow from the basic conservation
equations and cylindrical phase space than from a detailed applicability of hydrodynamics. [For an
interesting,hereticalpointview seeref. [19].]

However, from the point of view of the fluid dynamicist, there are threereasonsfor optimism.
Firstly, neutronstarsaresuchhugeobjectsthat theywill behavehydrodynamically,as shownin fig. 4.4,
even for the highest energy deemed necessary to form quark-gluon matter. Secondly, nucleus—nucleus
collisions at ultra-relativistic energies will probably be characterized by large fluctuations, even at a
fixed impact parameter. For example, consider a geometrically central collision. One possible outcome
is that each of the nucleons undergoes diffractive interactions with the nucleons from the other nucleus.
Thus the nuclei will passthrough eachother. An entirely differentoutcomewould arise if each of the
nucleons underwent hard collisions with the nucleons from the othernucleus.Then the nuclei would
stop eachother in a ratherhydrodynamicfashion. The likelihood of such an event is probably much
higher thanonewould naively estimate,sincethe hardscatteringof afew nucleonson thefront sidesof
the nuclei shouldserveas a catalystfor the hard scatteringof nucleonson the backsides.It will be the
task of the experiments to pick out these more interesting events from the background. An obvious
criterion would be to look for events where most of the energy and baryon number came out near the
CM rapidity. Thirdly, it may be that fluid dynamicsis not adequateto describethe initial stageof the
collision but, nevertheless,largeglobsof high energydensitymatter areformed. Fluid dynamicsmight
then adequatelymodel the subsequentexpansiono this matter into the vacuum. It is to this last
possibility that we now turn our attention.

For our phenomenologicalequationof statewe will call on the MIT bag model [20]. This model
incorporatesbothhigh energyperturbativebehaviourandlow energyconfinement.The total pressureis
the thermal pressure minus the bag constant,
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PZZP*_B, (5)

andthe total energydensityis the thermalenergydensityplus the bagconstant,

(6)

When the quarksaretreatedas masslessandnon-interactingthis leadsto the equationof state

P~~~(p—4B). (7)

In this caseP dependsonly on the energydensityp andnot on the baryondensityn. The pictureis one
of free quarksandgluonsmoving in aperturbativevacuumwhich is surroundedby the true vacuumof
lower energydensity. It turns out in this model that all hadronshavethe sameenergydensity4B.
PhenomenologicallyBt14 150 MeV.

The modelwe haveis very simple. Quark-gluonmatteris formed at somehigh energydensityp(O).

Being an unstablesituation,the matterwill expandhydrodynamicallyuntil it reachesthe energydensity
4B, at which time it breaksup into hadrons.The aim is to find the time evolution of the volume-
averagedthermodynamicquantitiessuch as energydensity.We will considerasphericalexpansionfor
simplicity.

The total energyof the systemis

EtotaiJdV[y2(P+p)_P], (8)

andthe total entropyis

StotatJdVYS~ (9)

wheres = aP/oT is the local entropydensity.Ratherthansolving the equationsof motion numerically,
which doesnot seemto be called for at thisstage,we seekavolume-averageddescriptionin the form

p5(t) = p~(0)/A4(t), s(t) = s(0)/A3(t) ‘ 10

V(t)= V(0)R3(t), y y(t). ( )

HereA(t) andR(t) arescalingvariables.Weassumethat the systembeginsto expandfrom restat time
t=Oso that A(0)=1, A(0)=0, R(0)=1,R(0)=0, y(O)=l. Theneq. (8) gives

R3(t). [~(X -1) (4y2(t) -1)+ A4(t)] = XA4(t), (11)

andeq. (9) gives

R3(t) y(t) = A3(t), (12)

whereX usp(0)/B is the input parameter.
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We couldsolve for the full time developmentof eqs. (11) and (12), if wewanted, by identifying the
flow velocity v(t) = (1 — y2(t))112 with dR/dt, where t is measuredin units of the initial physical radius
of the system,as is R. This is not necessary if all we are interested in is the state of the system at time t~

whenthe systembreaksup into hadrons.ThenP(tf) = 0 and p(ty) = 4B, We find that

X 3 ~‘ 4 X—13~‘y(t~)= -~- ~ — , R3(t~)= ~ ( ~ ) . (13)

Somerather simple but interestingresults may be deducedfrom the aboveconsiderations.The
fraction of the total energywhich is convertedto collectiveenergyis 1 — ‘y’(ty) and the fraction which
remainsin internal energy(massand temperature)is y’(ty). We can estimatethe averagetransverse
momentumof the emittedhadronsin the following way. Assumethat the fluid elementsgive rise to a
momentumdistributionfor particles in their restframesof the usualform — exp(—p/To).Here T

0 is of
the orderof Bt/

4. Thenwe sum over all fluid elements,taking into accountthe radial velocity of each
[21], to obtain

~p’) = T~y(tt). (14)

The averagep. is increasedby the radial expansionof the matter.
At present,of course,no experimentshavebeendonefor heavy nuclei at ultra-relativisticenergies.

Therefore, to show how the analysis of experimentsmight go, let us be highly speculativeabout
interpretingtherecentdatatakenat the CERN SPSi5p collider [22].It was reportedthatthe averagep~
for these540 GeV CM energycollisions is largerthanthe 350MeV/c found for pp collisions at the ISR.
It is a long-standingobservationthat, prior to the pp collider, the averagep~seemedto havesaturated
well before the peakISR energyof 63 GeV in the CM was reached.It seemsreasonableto assumea
cluster-typemodel for both. The averagep~would saturateif the energydensity at ISR energies
saturatedat 4B, i.e., the clusterswereproducedat normalhadronicdensities.Then(P1)IsR = 350 MeV/c
would imply that T

0 = 150MeV.
If, in going to the ~pcolliderenergy,athresholdwaspassedfor attaininggreaterenergydensitieswhich

lead to the production of quark-gluon matter then, taking (p~)~0= 500MeV/c, oneobtainsy(t5) = 10/7.
From eq. (13) we would infer that the quark-gluonmatterwas formedat 9 timesthe energydensityin a
proton!

FromtheMIT bagmodeloneobtainsan energydensityin the protonof about0.3GeV/fm
3, whereas

an estimatebasedon a radiusof 0.8fm gives 0.45GeV/fm3. Compressionby afactorof 9 givesvalues in
the range2.7 to 4.0GeV/fm3. This compareswith a valueof 0.15GeV/fni3 for cold nuclearmatterat
normal density. The three-dimensionalhydrodynamiccalculations,presentedin part 4.3, produced
maximumenergydensitieson the order of 0.5 GeV/fm3. When consideringthat the CM beamenergy
has been increasedfrom 0.2 GeV per nucleon for Ar+ KCI to 270 GeV per nucleon for ~ + p this
possiblecompressionby a factor of 9 seemsrathermodest.

As applied to ~p collisions this model is highly speculative.However, it does imply longer range
correlationsbetweenproducedparticlesandis consistentwith azimuthalsymmetry,both of which seem
to be consistentwith the data. Furthermore,we could calculatethe numberof dilepton pairs and real
photonsproducedduring the expansion[23] to check for consistency.It would be 238 times more
interesting if the p and p could be replaced by uranium nuclei at the same beam energy!
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4.5. Summary

It is of courseimpossibleto adequatelysurvey thisfield whichgoesbackthirty yearsin such a short
time and space.My discussionhas naturally centeredaroundthoseexampleswith which I am most
familiar.

Oneshouldnot be dogmaticin regardingthe applicability of fluid dynamicsto high energyheavyion
collisions. It may turn out to be an inadequatemodel to describeuraniumcollisions at 1 GeV per
nucleon,yet at the sametime it may havesomeusefulnessfor describing~p collisions at 270 GeV per
beam,or vice versa.It is still an openquestionwhichcan be answeredonly by a concertedeffort by (i)
theoristsworking in the fields of non-equilibrium statisticalmechanicsand quantumfield theory, (ii)
phenomenologistsperformingthe calculationsto comparewith dataand (iii) experimentaliststo obtain
the data.

The aim is to obtain information on the propertiesof hadronicmatter at high temperatureand
density. Apart from possible terrestrial experimentswith heavy ion beams there are two other
alternatives.Onemight envisagecolliding neutronstars,but that is far in the future. High temperatures
anddensitieswerealmostsurelyobtainedin the earlyUniverse,but that waslong ago, andthe number
andvariety of relic observablespertaining to a quark-gluon—÷hadron phasetransition seem to be
severelylimited (I know of none).

Perhapsevenmoreimportantthan the specific informationbeing soughtafter arethe benefitsto be
hadfrom bringing togetherpeoplefrom diversesubfieldsof physicsto work on a commonproblem.
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5.1. Introduction

Theexperimentalstudyof ultra-relativisticnuclearcollisions mightprovideuniqueinformationabout
novel, non-perturbativeaspectsof QCD, suchas the disappearanceof confinementandthe restoration
of chiral symmetry in matter at high energydensity [1]. Dynamical mechanismshavebeenproposed
whichmayexplainconfinementand chiral symmetrybreakingin the vacuum,andthe disappearanceof
theseeffects in high densitymatter may provide tests of theseproposals.Monte-Carlolattice gauge
theory computationshaveshownthe existenceof a confinement-deconfinementphasetransition[2], and
a chiral symmetry restorationtransition [2—3].An experimentalverification of theseresultsprovidesa
dramatictestof QCD.

The energydensitiesrequiredto probe such novel, non-perturbativefeaturesof QCD are many
times the energydensityof nuclearmatter. Are such energydensitiesachievedin ultra-relativistic
nuclearcollisions?If suchenergydensitiesareachieved,doesthe matterremainat high energydensities
long enoughto comeinto thermalequilibrium? In the absenceof experimentalinfonnation,answersto
thesequestionsmustbe found in theoreticalspace-timepictures[4—6].

Thesespace-timepicturesmaybe appliedto head-oncollisions betweenlargenuclei of equalbaryon
number A at asymptoticallylarge center-of-massenergies.We shall typically take uranium as an
example,and considercenter-of-massper nucleonenergiesEcm>30GeV. Head-oncollisions will be
takenas thosecollisions with an impact parameterlessthan the rangeof the nuclearforce, b < 1 fm.

Head-on collisions are not extremelyrare,since geometricalconsiderationsshow that ~% of all
uranium—uraniumcollisions are head-on. These collisions are not easily confused with peripheral
collisions.Assumingthe multiplicities in nuclearcollisions grow as the nuclearbaryonnumber,A, the
multiplicity in a head-oncollision betweenheavy nuclei at Ecm>30GeV is n —~ iO~—io~.Statistical
fluctuationsin peripheralcollisions might only rarely simulatean eventwith so large a multiplicity. In
addition,head-oncollisionswill besignaledby aviolent, completedisintegrationof projectileandtarget
nuclei.

5.2. A space-timepicture in the hydrodynamicalmodel and in the quark-parton model

An elegant,simplespace-timemodel of nuclearcollisions is provided by Landau’shydrodynamical
model. In the simplestversionof thismodel,the collision of two nucleiis studiedin the center-of-mass
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2~ 2

Fig. 5.1. Two nuclei of thicknessLsX = RN!y approachingone anotherin thecenter-of-massframe. This thicknessis appropriatefor thesimplest
versionof Landau’shydrodynamicalmodelof thecollision.

frame [4]. The two nuclei appearin this frameas two Lorentzcontractedpancakesflying towardsone

anotherat nearthe velocity of light (fig. 5.1). The thicknessof thesetwo nuclei is

= RN!’)’ (1)

wherey = Ecm/2M is the energyper nucleonof eachnucleusandRN is the rest framenuclearradius.
When thesetwo nuclei collide, they stick togetherand producea distribution of hot hadronicmatter
with thickness z~Xm= 2z~X(fig. 5.2). This matter then undergoes hydrodynamic expansion according to
Landau’sequations(fig. 5.3). The outward flow of matter is primarily along the axis of the beamof
nuclei, andmostof the particleproductiontakesplaceduring the initial collision when two nuclei stick
together.This collision andsubsequentexpansionmaybe representedby the light conediagramof fig.
5.4. —

Fig.5.2. Thetwo nuclei stickingtogetherimmediatelyafteracollision Fig. 5.3. The expansionof the hot hadronicmatter according to
in thesimplestversionof Landau’shydrodynamicalmodel. Landau.Thearrowsindicatetheoutwardflow of matter.

Region of hydrodynamical
expansion

1/

~Req~onofparhc~roduchon

i where nuclei stick together

Trajectory of / Trajectory of
initial nucleus initial nucleus

Fig. 5.4. A light conediagramof a nuclearcollision in thesimplest versionof Landau’smodel.
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The energydensityachievedin such a model is

EYENM (2)

where 8NM is the energy density of nuclearmatter. The achievedenergydensitygrows linearly with

center-of-massenergy.For Ecm> 30 GeV, ~ > lSS~.Sincethe densityof matter insidea proton,

450MeV/fm3 (3)

31Trp

where r~is the r.m.s. proton radius, is only a few times the energydensity of nuclear matter, a
quark-gluonplasmamight form. Since s rises linearly with center-of-massenergy,tremendouslyhigh
energydensitiesariseat Isabelleenergies,andin thissimpleversionof theLandaumodel theformation
of a quark-gluonplasmawould seemcertain.

This conceptuallysimple andattractiveversion of theLandauhydrodynamicalmodel hasdifficulty,
however,explainingmanyfeaturesof conventionalhadronicinteractions.The leadingparticleeffect in
hadron—hadroninteractionssuggeststhat two hadronswould very rarelystick togetherandthenbounce
off oneanotherin high energyinteractions.In mostcollisions,the hadronsapparentlypassthroughone
another.This transparencyis mostdramaticin high energyhadron—nucleusinteractions.The projectile
hadronmustpassthroughmanymeanfree pathsof the targetnucleus.The distributionof the scattered
projectileandinelasticallyproducedparticleswith momentacloseto that of the projectileis neverthe-
less very similar to that of hadron—hadroninteractions.The hadronprojectilebehavesalmost as if it
passed through the target nucleus and only scattered once. Another problem for simple hydrodynamical
models of hadronic interactionsis approximatescaling.Approximatescalinggives the total multiplicity
as somepowerof the logarithmof the center-of-massenergy.Simplehydrodynamicalmodelstypically
have the multiplicity proportional to a power of the center-of-massenergy.Such a proportionality
appearsto be at oddswith SPS data on ~p collisions [8]. Finally, the observedjet structurein e~e
collisions is not simply explained by a hydrodynamical model.

The quark-partonmodel providesan alternative descriptionof hadronic interactions which in-
corporatesthe leadingparticleeffect, transparencyin hadronnucleusinteractions,approximatescaling,
and jets in ee collisions. The successfulapplication of this model to hadron—nucleusinteractions
providesa guidefor a correspondingapplicationto nucleus—nucleuscollisions [5, 9—10].

The qualitativefeaturesof the quark-partonmodel of nucleus—nucleuscollisions which distinguishit
from the Landauhydrodynamicalmodel aresimply understood.The dynamicsof the centralregion is
bestunderstoodwhena nucleus—nucleuscollision is analyzedin the center-of-massframe.In thisframe,
the targetandprojectile nucleusare Lorentzcontractedpancakeswith a limiting thicknessz~.X— 1 fm
which approachone anotherat near the velocity of light (fig. 5.5) [8]. This limiting thicknessis a
consequence of the Heisenberguncertaintyprinciple. The low longitudinal momentumcomponentof
the nuclear wavefunction must have a spatial extent X ‘— l/p~.The low momentum, wee parton
componentof the nuclearwavefunctionis composedof gluons and quark—antiquarkpairs, or, in a
different base of states, virtual pions. These degreesof freedom have momentum ~ — 200 MeV
correspondingto /XX -~ 1 fm. The higher momentumcomponentsof the nuclearwavefunctionhave
smaller spatial extent.The valencequark, or alternatively, nucleon componentof the nuclearwave-
function hasaspatial extentof L~X— RI-1’, as wasthe casefor the Landauhydrodynamicalmodel.

When thesetwo nuclei passthrough oneanother,the low momentumcomponentof the nuclear
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EsX—Ifm ~X—(fm

Fig. 5.5. Two nuclei of thickness~X = 1 fm which approachone anotherin the center-of-massframe. This thickness is appropriatefor the
quark-partonmodel of nucleus—nucleuscollisions.

wavefunction interactsstrongly andcomesto rest in the center-of-massframe. The higher momentum
componentsinteract less strongly and pass through one another (fig. 5.6). This low momentum
componentwhich hasbeenscrapedoff from the two nucleimaynow begina hydrodynamicexpansion.
Since the low momentumcomponentof the nuclearwavefunction(or, for that matter,of a nucleons
wavefunction)is approximatelyindependentof the center-of-massenergy,and since the low energy
interactionswhich are primarily responsiblefor stoppingthis componentare alsoindependentof Ecm,
the energydensityof matterscrapedfrom the nuclei into thisspace-timeregion is approximatelyenergy
independent.

After the low momentum componentof the nuclear wavefunctions have interacted,the nuclei
continue to inelastically produce matter. The low momentummatterwhich hasbeenscrapedaway from
thenuclei interactswith higher longitudinal momentumcomponentsof the nuclearwavefunctions.This
interaction is strong so long asthe relativemomentaof the scrapedaway matterandthecomponentsof
the nuclear wavefunctionaresmall. Thesehigher momentumcomponentsareformedin a time T —~R0,
where R0— 1 fm, in their own rest frame. This formation time is dilated in the center-of-massframe,
T ‘— j.~1R0,since these components have longitudinal momenta Pii~Thesecomponentsarise from a region
of spatial extent L~X— RN/p11 in the Lorentz contractednuclei. The matterforms in an inside-outside
cascade (fig. 5.7).

The inside-outside cascade maybe represented by a light cone diagram (fig. 5.8). Matter is produced
at the edgesof the forward light coneandpropagatesforwardsin time. Matter was formedprimarilyat
the apex of the light conein the Landauhydrodynamicalmodel. After formation the matter may
undergohydrodynamicalexpansion[11].

The energydensityof the matterforming at the edgeof the light conemaybe measuredin a frame

t—p’ P0 Region of matter formation

flc<X’) I
l~I

I ~ Formed t~

matter ~
Fig. 5.6. The two nuclei after passingthrough one another. The Fig. 5.7. The two nuclei forming an inside-outsidecascadeat time
shadedarearepresentsheatformed in thecentralregion. i’ — ~1R0.
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Fig. 5.8. A light conediagram for the inside-outsidecascade.

co-movingwith this matter.In the simplestpartonmodel,thisenergydensityis takento be independent
of its position on the light cone. If the total multiplicity of centrally producedparticles in nucleus—
nucleuscollisions is proportionalto A

213~~,the energydensityat the edgeof the light conewill be
proportionalto A~.

After a time T — ~ECmRO, the valencequark, or nucleon,componentof the nuclearwavefunction
beginsto materialize.The formation of this matteris mostsimply describedin the restframeof oneof
the nuclei. The target nucleusseesa Lorentz contractedprojectile nucleuswith a limiting thickness
t~X‘— R~in this frame (fig. 5.9). The targetis, of course,not moving andnot Lorentzcontracted.

As the projectilenucleuspassesthrough the target,the low momentumcomponentsof its wavefunc-
lion interactstrongly with the target.This componentheatsthe target.The amountof heat shouldbe
approximately energy independentat asymptotic projectile energies.The projectile nucleus also
compressesthe target. This targetprobably forms a “fireball” which movesoff in the direction of the

Elab

ihII~III~,AX-’)fm dr2RNFig. 5.9. Theprojectile nucleuswith limiting thicknessAX— 1 fm approachesthetarget nucleus,
1Heat~~Elab V

L,,)
Heat and~.
compression

Heat and compression ~‘ —‘1.5-2.

Fig. 5.10. Theprojectilenucleusbeginsto passthroughthetarget. Fig. 5.11. The compressed,hot target nucleusbeginsto move down
thebeampipe.Matterbeginsformingin thecentralregion.
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projectile. The nucleonsin this “fireball” mayacquirelongitudinal momentatypical of hadron—nucleus
interactions.The Lorentz factor of the “fireball” is, therefore,y — 1.5—2.0 (figs. 5.10, 5.11). After the
projectilepassesthroughthe target,heatbeginsto materializein the centralregion.Thismaterialization
was describedin the previousparagraphs.

5.3. Expectedenergydensitiesin heavyion collisions

In the next few paragraphs,I shall presentthe results of a semi-quantitativeanalysisof ultra-
relativistic nuclearcollisions [6]. I shall later describethe derivationof theseresults.Possibletechniques
for refining thesecomputationsarethe subjectof the closingparagraphs.

The analysisof nucleus—nucleuscollisions simplifiesin rapidity variables,

y=inE_~±~1~, (4)

where E is a particle’senergy, P11 is its longitudinal momentum,and m is its transversemass.The
fragmentationregionsof the nuclei areidentified by particleswith rapiditiescloseto that of the target
andprojectilenuclei.For heavynuclei, such as uranium,the width of the nucleusfragmentationregion
is Lly —~3—4. For nucleiwith baryonnumberA,

LIy = ln At/3+ constant. (5)

Theregionof rapidity not includedin the fragmentationregionis the centralregion.Heavynuclei, such
as uranium,musthaveEcm> 30 GeV before acentralregion is kinematicallyallowed.

If the multiplicity in thecentralregion growsas the nuclearbaryonnumber,A, andif the multiplicity
continuesto risewith energyas it doesat ISR energies,the energydensityof hot, densematterin the
centralregion maybe as high as2 GeV/fm3 at ISR energiesand 4GeV/fm3at Isabelleenergies.*If the
multiplicity grows as A213, the energydensityis probablytoo small, ~ —~-300—600MeV/fm3 to producea
plasma,unlessthe coefficient of the A2’3 term is anomalouslylarge. Somedatafrom hadron—nucleus
collision indicatethat if the multiplicity growsas A2’3, the coefficient is indeedanomalouslylarge, and
evenfor uranium—uraniumcollisions the differencebetweenan A andA213 multiplicity growth is only a
factor of two [12]. Theenergydensity in the centralregion might be E -~ 1—2 GeV/fm3 in this case.

Hot, densebaryon-rich“fireballs” of hadronicmatter may form in the fragmentationregions.The
energydensity of this matter may be E -— 2 GeV/fm3,assumingthe multiplicity grows as the baryon
numberA in the fragmentationregion.This growth is consistentwith hadron—nucleuscollision data.

The dependenceof the energydensitieson baryonnumberof the nuclei is A”3 if multiplicities grow
as A and constantif theygrow as A213. There is recentcosmic ray dataon nucleus—nucleuscollisions
which are consistentwith a multiplicity growth proportionalto A [13]. In fig. 5.12, a pseudo-rapidity
plot for the interaction of a 10 TeV/nucleoncalcium nucleuswith, presumably,a carbonnucleus is
shown. About 600 chargedparticles are produced.The density of particles in the central region is
consistentwith a log2 s multiplicity growth and growth proportionalto A, but is inconsistentwith A2t3
and log2 s (if the coefficient of A213 is one). There is also preliminary data on a high energy

For proton—protoninteraction 15Rand Isabelleenergiescorrespondtypically to 61)0eV and8000eV in thecenter-of-masssystems.
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Fig. 5.12. A pseudo-rapiditydistributionfor a 1O3TeVcalcium nucleus-emulsionevent,

silicon-emulsionnucleus interaction [13]. This event appearsto have anomouslyhigh multiplicity,
producinga situationin which aformation of a quark-gluonplasmais evenmore likely.

A distinctionbetweenmatterproducedin the fragmentationregionsandthe centralregion is found
in the baryon number density. This density is the difference betweenthe numberof baryonsand
antibaryonsperunit volume.Thereshould beonly a smallbaryonnumberdensityin the centralregion.
If a quark-gluonplasmafonnsin both the centralandfragmentationregion, the studyof the transition
region betweenthe fragmentationregion andcentralregion would allow astudyof the dependenceof
characteristicsof the quark-gluonplasmaon baryonnumberdensity.

A hypotheticalrapidity distribution for baryonnumber(baryonsminus antibaryons)for ahead-on
collision betweennuclei of baryonnumberA is shownin fig. 5.13a.The baryonnumberis concentrated
in a nucleusfragmentationregion of width iXy — 2—3. The heightsof thesefragmentationregionsare
porportionalto A.

A hypotheticalrapidity distribution for mesonsin this collision is shownin fig. 5.13b.If the heightof
the centralregion was proportionalto A213, it would beclearlyseparatedfrom the fragmentationregion
at Isabelleenergies.The width of the fragmentationregion for pionsis /~y

(a) (b)

2-3 units 2-3 units 3-4units 3-4units

Ytarget y Yprojectite

Fig. 5.13. Rapidity distributionsfor head.onnucleus-nucleuscollisions: (a) The baryon number (nucleonsminusantinucleons),(b) The meson
distributionassumingheights in thecentralregionproportionalto A (—) andA2t3 ~

A featureof nucleus—nucleuscollisions which distinguishesthemfrom hadron—hadronandhadron—
nucleuscollisions is the extremelylarge number of particleswhich are producedin the collision. If
enoughparticlesare producedin the primeval distributionof hot, hadronicmatter,and if the matter
stayshot anddenselong enough,the constituentsof the matterwill comeinto thermalequilibrium. The
characteristictime scalesfor matter in the central region is r -~‘ 2fm and is independentof baryon
number.This is the characteristictime for the matterto decreaseits energydensityby afactor of two.
The characteristictime scalein the fragmentationregion is 2 fm < T <A113fm. This time dependson
whetherthe dominantcooling mechanismis expansiongeneratedfrom momentumgradientspresentin
the initial formationof matterasthe nuclei collide, or by radiationfrom anexpanding“fireball” present
in the fragmentationregion.
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Estimateswhich employ the parton model indicatethat kinetic equilibrium is establishedin the
fragmentationregion [6]. The establishmentof kinetic equilibrium requiresthat the momentumspace
distribution of particlesis thermal in the region of momentumspacemost occupiedby particles.The
conclusionthat kinetic equilibrium is attainedis also verified by perturbativeQCD computations[14].
These perturbativecalculations also suggestthat chemical equilibrium may also be achieved[15].
Chemical equilibrium requires that the relative population densitiesof different particle flavors is
thermal. The matter in the centralregion also probably achieveskinetic equilibrium if the energy
densityis e > 1—2 GeV/f m3.

Theparton modelpictureof hadronicinteractionsleadsto theresultsof the precedingparagraphs[5,
9—10]. An important featureof this picture is the inside-outsidedevelopmentof cascadesin hadronic
interactions.This cascadedevelopmentexplainstransparencyin hadron—nucleusinteractions,and is a
consequenceof time dilation andan intrinsic formation time for hadronicmatter.

The inside-outsidecascademay be understoodby studyingthe hadronic interactionshown in fig.
5.14. A masslessfragmentis inelastically producedin the interactionbetweena projectile and target
hadron.After a time t, the projectileand fragmenthaveseparateddistances

— (p
1/p~1)r (6)

and

-— (p1/p11)

2T. (7)

In a frame co-movingwith the fragment, that is, a local zero longitudinal momentumframe, the
distancesare

-— -— (PLIP
1)r. (8)

A Lorentz_invariantgeneralizationof this result for massiveparticles follows from the replacement
p1-*Vp~+m

2.
The fragment may be properly included as part of the projectile hadron’swavefunction if the

separationbetweenfragmentandprojectileis L\r
1, ~r11< 1 fm in a frameco-movingwith the fragment.

This is theintrinsic formationtime for hadronicmatter.This time is dilatedin thelaboratoryframe.The
time for a fragment to materializein a cascadein this frame is r -— p~, so that the slow fragments
materializebefore the fast fragments.

This cascadedevelopmentmaybe elegantlyre-castin termsof rapidity variables[16].The Lorentzy
factorandvelocity of a particlewith rapidity y is

\/p2+m2

m coshy (9)

Ar11

Fig. 5.14. Inelasticparticleproduction.
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v=tanhy. (10)

The time it takesfor a particle to form in its restframeis R0 -— 1 fm. The timein an arbitraryframeis
obtainedby Lorentzboostingandusingeqs.(9)—(10).Thedensityof particleswhentheyfirst materialize
is easily found from eqs. (9)—(10). Considera pion which has just been inelastically producedin
a hadron—hadroncollision (fig. 5.15). We shall considerthe restframeof thispion. A nearestneighbor

Pion at rest
Fig.5.15. Materializationof pions in hadron—hadroncollisions. Thearrowsrepresentthedirection of particle momenta.

pionmaterializesat the space-timecoordinatesX -— t ‘— (y + \/~~J)R0= R0e
5. The spatialseparation

betweenthesepionsis

z~X—R
0e

5. (11)

Sincethe rapidity densityof pionsin the centralregion is dN/dy — 2 for pp interactionsat ISR energies,

~X—~fm. (12)

At Isabelleenergies

~X—~fm. (13)

There is a large momentumdifference~ betweenthesepionssince

= m~.sinh y (14)

whichis numerically

dRl/dX = 200 MeV/fm-pion. (15)

Thesesimple pictures demonstratethe difficulty of forming a thermalizeddistribution of hadronic
matter in ordinaryhadronic interactions.The pions materializeat a distanceof L~X— ~fm from one
another.As they materialize,they are flying away from one anotherat nearthe velocity of light. It
would be very difficult for thesepionsto interactsufficiently to producea thermaldistribution. In high
multiplicity events,this situationis somewhatlessdifficult.

Theproductionof matterin a nucleus—nucleuscollision is similar to that in hadron—hadroncollisions.
An essentialdifference is that the multiplicities are much higher. Many “strings” of matter are
producedby the large numberof nucleon—nucleoninteractions[10]. Each“string” is surroundedby
manyother“strings”, andthe matterfrom different “strings” maythermalize(fig. 5.16).

In the central region of nucleus—nucleuscollisions, matter is composedon inelastically produced
particles.The cross-sectionalareaof the matterin thecentralregion is S — i’rR2 -— 4A213. Assumingthe
height of the centralregion in nucleus—nucleuscollision is proportionalto A, the numberdensityof
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Fig. 5.16. The matterproducedfrom manynucleon—nucleoninteractions.Thermalizationarisesfrom the interactionof matterproducedby many
different nucleons.

pionsis

n — ~A”3 pionslfm3 (16)

at ISR energiesand

n — A”3 pions/fm3 (17)

at Isabelleenergies.If eachpion hasan averageenergyE -— 600MeV in alocal Pu = 0 frame,theenergy
densitiesare tt — 2 GeV/fm3 at ISR energiesandE ‘— 4GeV/fm3 at Isabelleenergies.Theseenergiesare
smaller, andA independentif the total multiplicity in the centralregion n — A213.

The characteristictime scale for the expansionof matter in the centralregion follows from the
momentumgradiantof eq. (15), or eq. (10) for the velocity. The time it takesfor pionsto increasetheir
separationby afactor of two is T — 2 fm.

The energydensitiesachievedin the fragmentationregion in nucleus—nucleuscollisions arise from
inelastic productionof matter which becomestrappedwith the nucleons,and by compressionof the
nucleons.The low momentumparticles, which will be thought of as pions, may be producedand
trapped in the nuclei. These low momentum pions have longitudinal momentumPu <(R~/R

0)p1.
Estimatesof the number of pions trapped in the nucleus fragmentation region give about 3—4
pions/nucleonfor uranium—uraniumcollisions at ISR energies.At Isabelleenergies,this numberwould
be increasedby perhapsafactor of two arising from scalingviolations. The numberof pions shouldbe
proportionalln A”

3 sincelinearly increasingA113 linearly increasesthe rapidity interval in which pions
maybecometrapped.A hypotheticaldistributionof the regionsin rapidity spacefrom which pionsare
trappedis shownin fig. 5.17 for variousreasonableassumptionson the cut-off in pjp~

1.

Fig. 5.17. Theregionsof phase-spacefrom which pions aretrappedin the nucleusfragmentationregionusing varioustrappingcriteria. A plot of
dN/dy for pp collisions is shown with theheavy line.
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The energytrappedper nucleonis E/N— 3—4 GeV at ISR energies.This energymight be a factorof
two higher at Isabelleenergies.Uncertaintiesin the evaluationof this energyareabouta factorof two.
This number follows from assumingthe energyper trappedpion is E ~- 600MeV andper nucleon
E-—1GeV.

After the target nucleons are struck, they acquire longitudinal momentum.This longitudinal
momentumis approximatleythat of a pp collision, correspondingto a ‘y — 2. The nucleonsandtrapped
pions mayform a baryon-richfireball which movesdown the beampipewith a y — 2.

As the projectile nucleustraversesthe target, imparting longitudinal momentumto the target
nucleons,the target is compressed.As shown in fig. 5.18, this compressionresultsfrom the sequential
encountersof the projectile nucleuswith the target nucleons.After the left-most target nucleon is
encountered,this nucleonacquiresa velocity v. It travelsa distanceyR before the secondnucleonis
struck. In the lab frame, the apparentcompressionis 1/(1 — v). In the restframeof the strucknucleus,
the compressionis

C=(
1

1)=2
7. (18)

The energydensity in the fragmentationregion is estimatedfrom the compressionC, the trapped
energyper baryon,EIN, andthe energydensityof nuclearmatteras

p0CE/N — 2 GeV/fm
3. (19)

Thisenergydensitymight be as muchas a factor of two higher at Isabelleenergies.
The characteristictime scalefor expansionin the fragmentationregionmaybelargerthan that of the

centralregion. In the centralregion, the matterexpandswith characteristictime scaler -~ 2 fm. In the
fragmentationregion,expandingheat runsinto nucleonicmatterwhich is almostlocally at rest in the
rest frame of the “fireball’ formed in the fragmentationregion. If the nucleonscould absorb the
momentagradientsin the heat,the “fireball” would not be initially expanding.In this case,the fireball

Pu—

x a a
R

(a)
ph—

x
V

(b)

p’1
(I -v) P

a X X
V.. V

(c)
Fig. 5.18. Compressionof the target nucleus: (a) Before encounteringthe first nucleon, (b) After encounteringthe first nucleon, (c) After
encounteringthesecondnucleon.
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would cool by thermalemissionfrom its surface.The characteristictime scalefor this expansionis the
time it takesa soundwave to crossa compressednucleardiameter.For v~-~ ~, this time is T — At13fm.
Thecharacteristictime scalefor expansionmay thereforebe in the range2 fm < T < Atl3 fm.

5.4. Towards a more accurate picture

The descriptionof nucleus—nucleuscollisions advocatedin the previousparagraphsis phenomenolo-
gical. A propertheoreticaltreatmentof the collision shouldaddressat leasttwo issues:the approachto
equilibrium from a non-equilibrium distribution of matter in the colliding nuclei, and the subsequent
hydrodynamicexpansionof the matter after it hasachievedequilibrium. The approachto equilibrium
might be studiedusingtransporttheory [17].Perhapsthe collisionswhich aremost responsiblefor the
approachto equilibrium areenergeticenoughthat perturbativeQCD, or at leastweakcouplingQCD,
might be appropriate.Applying QCD to transporttheory is, however,extremelydifficult sinceinfrared
divergencesarise from the masslessnessof the gluons [171.The properapplication of QCD to the
approachto equilibrium will bea majorproject,andwill takeconsiderablehardwork to carry through.

The primary effect of the pre-equilibriumprocessesis to generatea distributionof matterwhich is
locally in thermalequilibrium with energydensity E

0 after sometime r0. This distribution provides
initial conditionsfor hydrodynamicequations,

(20)

whereTi”’ is the stress-energytensor[4, 11]. The relationshipbetweenenergydensityandpressureare
neededto computeT~.This relationshipmay be evaluatedusing Monte-Carlotechniques[2]. The
hadronic matter distribution might therefore be computable,with currently available theoretical
methods,from the time equilibrium is achieveduntil the time hadronicmatter decouples!This time
correspondsto an energydensity of nuclear matter. This situation may be uniquein the study of
hadroniccollisions.
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6. Experimentson High Energy Density States

W. WILLIS
CERN, Geneva,Switzerland

6.1. Physicsgoals

The motivations of experimentsof the sort describedherehave been discussedin the previous
sections,but it will be convenientto recapitulatethemherein a form adaptedto thissection.

It is assumedthat the principal goal is to studythe confinementof quarksandgluons. We suppose
that theseare normally confined within hadronsby the colour confining propertiesof the physical
vacuum.We accept,as ahypothesis,that this effect is dueto a spontaneousbreakingof the symmetryof
the physicalvacuum.In this case,it is ratherlikely that the symmetryis restoredby the local presence
of a sufficiently highenergydensity.Thiscan be achievedby compressionof coldmatteror by sufficient
heating.The transition from a systemof hadronsto adeconfinedplasmaof quarksandgluonsshould
takeplacesomewherebetween0.5 and1.5GeV/fm3, that is, threeto ten timesnormalnucleardensity.
It is believedthat such statescan be createdin suitablehigh energycollisions.Our first taskmust beto
selectsuchcollisions and to measurethe volume andthe energydensity.We mustalsoutilize measures
of the equilibration of the energy,to establishthat the energeticstateexists longenoughfor the effects
of deconfinementto manifestthemselves,as describedin section6.2.

If the desiredconditionsare demonstratedto be established,we may look for the characteristic
signalsof deconfinement.These are of severalkinds. The most characteristicare critical phenomena
nearphasetransition.Perhapseasierto observearethe grosspropertiesof the extendedquark-gluon
plasma.More speculativeexperimentssearchfor exotic statesof mattercreatedfrom the quark-gluon
plasmaor phenomenarelatedto its existence.Thesewill be discussedin section6.3.

6.2. Creation and identification of extendedenergetic states

The goalof high energydensityhasbeenemphasized,but of courseenergydensityis not the sole
requirement.The energydensityin the first stageof a high energye’e annihilationis veryhigh indeed,
but that systemis not useful for our purposes.Confinementis a long rangeeffect, as we know quarks
and gluons act as if they were free over short distances.To see the effects of confinement,we must
studydistances>1 fm. The overall size of the systemmust be largerthan that, so at leastseveralfm.
Nuclei naturally suggestthemselves,but the energydensity in a static nucleusis sufficiently far below
the critical valuethat it seemsthat onecan describenuclei in termsof hadronswithout recognizingany
obviouseffectsdue to colour confinement.Ratherlargeamountsof energyhaveto be introducedinto
the nucleusto bring the energydensityup to the desiredrange.For example, the volume of a lead
nucleus is about 1500 (fm)3, so to provide 1 GeV/(fm)3 requiresan addition of about 1300GeV of
excitationenergy.The cheapestway, in principle, to obtain that energyis by collision with another
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similar nucleuswith 1100GeV of centre-of-masskinetic energy,or about 5 GeV kinetic energyper
nucleon in the centre-of-mass.This is in the unrealistic casewhen every bit of available energyis
convertedinto excitation thermalizedin the nucleus. On the other hand, no benefit is assumedfrom
volume reductionby compressionor Lorentz contraction.The realistic calculationsdescribedin the
previoussectionsshowthat substantiallyhigher incident energiesareprobably required.It thenseems
that we arespeakingof SPS,ISR or higher energymachines.

If we speakof SPSbeamswith about 200GeV per nucleonenergyin the lab, andprojectilemassA’
equalto target massA, aboutonequarterof the CMS energyneedsto be convertedto excitation to
reachthe desiredenergydensity.It is clear that thiswill happenin only asmall fraction of events.First,
most collisions are peripheral,and thereis certainly no chanceof absorbingtheir energyefficiently.
About five per cent of the collisions will be nearly central,on geometricalgrounds.They can easilybe
recognizedby observingthe spectatorfragmentsof the projectilewhich havenot interacted.They will
retain the velocity of the projectile, andremainwith small transversemomenta,so that they occupya
very small region of phasespace and can easily be distinguishedfrom other particles. A forward
calorimeteris convenientfor this purpose.The centralcollisions are thosewhich havevery few such
fragments.

Once the central collisions have been selected, the distribution of energy depositedcan be
determinedquickly by measuringthe transverseenergy, ET= ~ E~sin O~.In particular, one would
measuredETIdi~as afunction of ~, thepseudo-rapidity,in a largesolid anglesegmentedcalorimeter.In
thecaseof fixed targetexperimentsat SPSenergies,whereonemay belimited to fairly light projectiles,
suchas A’ = 12—40, it is presumablyadvantageousto usetargetsconsiderablylargerthanthe projectile.
Then the most favourablecaseis that in which a substantialamount of the energyis stoppedin the
targetnucleus.Theresult is a systemmoving ratherslowly in the lab., typically with y <2, andemitting
particlesat rather largeangles.A large peakof dET/dy in the target rapidity region,0< ~ <2 in the
laboratory,presumablysignalsthe high depositof energyin the targetnucleusthat we desire,as shown
in fig. 6.1. We have no information at presenton the fluctuation from eventto eventunder these
circumstances.We may assumethat the interactionsare a superpositionof individual nucleon inter-
actions, in which casestatisticalaveragingreducesthe fluctuations.With the calorimetertriggersjust
described,we maysearchfor rareevents,andthe tail of the energydepositdistributionis evenharder

4CCCe~.’p-Pb

Fig. 6.1. The pseudorapiditydistributionfor 400 GeV p—Pb collisionswhereall of theenergyis depositedin the lead.
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to estimate.All our experienceindicatesthat most such distributionsdo in fact havea long tail, and
selectingrareeventswith high energydepositmay be a very effective way of reachinghigher energy
densities,given a fixed maximum beamenergy.

This strategyfor selectingrarecollisions with high energydepositis quitereminiscentof experiments
on high p.~phenomenain p—p collisions, whereone selectsvery rare eventsindeed,as rare as one in
1010. This suggeststhat eventsof interestmight beobtainedin very rarecollisions of protonswith heavy
nuclei. For example, in 400GeV proton—leadcollisions, kinematics would allow 250GeV to be
depositedin the nucleus,thoughwe know that typical eventsdepositonly a few GeV. In this case,we
know that the fluctuationsare large, but it is still not clear how far we can go out on this tail. It is
interesting to ask if the state achievedby depositing 100 or 200GeV this way is the same for our
purposesas that producedby depositingthe sameenergyby a nuclearprojectile.Let usassumefor the
moment that the depositedenergyis successfullythermalizedin eachcase.I believethat the caseswill
still be different when we cometo look for our signalsof deconfinement,becauseour observablesare
always integratedover the thermalhistory of the source.A proton initiated eventwith a largeenergy
depositprobably startswith avery violent collision betweenthe proton and a clusterof quarksin the
target, generatinga high ET. This amountsto the creationof a very hot spot, which then spreadsin
someway. This will radiatephotonsandleptonpairsvigorously, perhapsobscuringthe radiation from
the largeequilibrium systemwhich we wish to observe.The “pre-equilibrium” phenomenaare clearly
minimized by the useof the collisionswith the largestpossibleA’, the gentlestcollisions which give the
desiredenergydensity. We can see how the projectile A’ dependencecan be used to separatethe
equilibrium signals from pre-equilibrium phenomena,which have their own intrinsic interest. The
extremecasein thisregardwould be high ET p—p collisions in the colliders,wherecomparableET can
be reached.

Oncestateswhich arecandidatesfor high energydensityhavebeenselectedon the basisof absence
of beamfragments,andlargepeakdETIdY, theycan be testedfor thermalequilibrium conditions.The
energyflow should certainlydisplay azimuthalsymmetry.The longitudinal distribution would display
the sphericalsymmetrycharacteristicof a completelythermalizedsystemor in the extremecasewhere
all of the incident energyflow hasbeenstoppedin the target. More realistically, one expectsto see
fragmentsof the targetwhich havenot participatedin the thermalization,andhavevery smallenergies,
and beamfragmentswhich havepunchedthrough the target nucleusbefore hadronizingto particles
with large rapidities. The high ET trigger will minimize thesecomponents,but they will always be
visible, and must be takeninto accountin evaluatingthe degreeof thermalizationin the systemof
interest, that correspondingto the selectedpeakin dETIdY.

After we havestudiedthe energyflow and identified a structurein dET/dfl which seemsto be a
candidateof interest, the individual particle spectra can be inspected.These must have several
components:the thermalizedsystemof interest(as we hope); the pre-equilibriumemissionfrom the
high ET system;andthe target and projectileremnantsnot involved in the high ET system.The last
componentcan largely be separatedin rapidity as mentioned above, and the low energy target
fragmentsare probably not a very serious background,but the pre-equilibrium radiations must be
unfolded,with the aidof incidentenergy,A’ and A dependences.The resultwill be a determinationof
the parametersof the thermalizedsystem.Therewill be someinternalchecksin this procedure,from
spectralshapesandcomparisonof different particles,but furtherchecksare surelydesirable.Onesuch
couldbe the checkon the energyradiatedfrom the measuredvolume of the thermalizedsystematthe
temperaturemeasured.The volume can be determinedby measurementsof identical particle inter-
ference.This techniqueis well knownwhenapplied to like sign pions,but someparticularlyimpressive
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resultswere recentlyobtainedusing two-proton interference,fig. 6.2 (the correlation in orthogonal
planescontainingtwo protonsfrom p-Pbcollisions).This allows a measurementof the dimensionsof
the sourcein the beamdirection,andthe transversedirection,which turn out to be quite different in
this case.With this batteryof measurements,the eventsshouldbe characterizedratherwell, and the
searchfor confinementeffectsmay proceed.

R a q < 0.04 GeV/c
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Fig. 6.2. (a) Thecorrelationfunctionsof two protonsfrom p-Pb collisions.The dots arepairs in a planeperpendicularto thebeam,thecrossesare
pairs in a planecontainingthe beam.(b) The dataof thecrossesof (a) with theoreticalfits.

6.3. Observablesignalsof deconfinement

We wish to observedifferencesbetweentwo phases,onea hot gas of hadrons,and the other a
plasmacontainingquarksand gluons(and perhapscertainhadronsas we will mention later whenwe
discusschiral symmetry). We know that short range phenomenashould look the same in the two
systemsbecauseof asymptotic freedom. Long range phenomena,on the other hand, risk to be
dominatedby effects at the surfaceof the interaction volume, such as hadronizationand final state
scattering,perhapsrenderingmanyobservablesratherinsensitiveto the stateof affairs in the interior.
Little theoreticalstudyof thesedifficult mattershasbeenmade.Thetaskfor the experimentalistseems
to be to deviseas manyrelevantmeasurementsas possible,sothataconvincingpicturecan be built up,
despitedoubtsaboutindividual items. Onemay seeksignalsof two types:thosewhich haveto do with
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the transitionbetweenphasesandthosewhichrevealsomepropertyof the quark gluonphaseby which
it can be distinguishedfrom the hadron gas phase.We deal first with the former, which would be
particularlyclearandinformative, though theymayturn out to be difficult.

The simplestsuggestionis to observeeffectsin inclusivespectraas the deconfinementtransition is
crossed.The transitioncan be crossedby changingthe energydensity,or perhapsby increasingthe
fraction of particleswhich are baryons.The latter possibility maybe convenientat high energieswith
A’ A wherethe control and fragmentationregionscan be distinguished.In that case,the fraction of
baryonscan be changed,at more or less constantenergydensity,by varying the rapidity. For varying
the energydensity itself we haveavailablethe incidentenergies,A’ and A, and the impactparameter.

A changein the pion spectrumor multiplicity acrosstransitionwould be an easysignal to see,but it
has not been shown that the pions are not dominated by surface and final state effects. Another
suggestionis that the fraction of strangeparticlesshould be higher in the deconfinedphase,due to
SU(3) symmetry restoration,andthis effect may be less influencedby the surface.The ideal way to
avoid theseproblemsis to useweakly interactingprobes,photonsand leptonsand perhapscharmed
particles.Sincethesemayoriginateanywhereinside the interactionvolume andstill escape,while pions
and nucleonsoriginate,or scatterlast, nearthe surface,ratio of theseweakly interactingparticles to
ordinaryhadronsdependson the volume to surfaceratio. For largeinteractionvolumes,the real and
virtual photonsetc. maybeconsiderablyenhancedoverthe valuesobservedin p-p collisions.

Experiencein studying phasetransitionsin other areasof many-body physics suggeststhat cor-
relationsmaybemuchmoreinformative thaninclusive spectra.We havementionedin part 6.2 the use
of thecorrelationsbetweenidenticalparticles in order to measurethe size andshapeof theinteraction
volume. Two or threeparticlecorrelationsare also sensitiveto the degreeof phasecoherenceat the
points wherethe particlesare emitted.For example, someobservationsof two pion correlationsare
consistentwith a chaoticphase,while othersimply some degreeof phasecoherence.Near a phase
transition, especiallyneara critical point, we may expect some amountof long rangeorder. If we
considerthe correlationfunction R(c~q)for t~q 0, asa function of theenergydensityof thesystem,we
know that for two pion correlationsR,~(0) 2 for energydensitieswell below the deconfinement
transition. If wemayassumethat the effectsof long rangeorderextendto the surface,wemight expect
R,~(0)to decreaseas the transitionis approached.Above transitionR~(~q)maydisplayseveraltypes
of behaviourdependingon the natureof the transition, the presenceof domain structure,andso on.
Ideally, one would measurecorrelationsof two photonsin order to avoid surfaceeffects. This might
evenbe possibleif photonemissionis sufficiently enhancedfor largeinteractionvolumes.

Anotherkind of two particlecorrelationsis the measurementof the productionof two electronsor
muonsthrough virtual photons.This experimenthasbeenmuchdiscussedin the literature,becauseit
seemsparticularly clean.The virtual photonprovidesuswith a weakly interactingprobewhile its finite
masseliminatesmost meson-decaybackground.The leptonpair spectrumobservedin p-pcollisions is
shown in fig. 6.3. One seespeaks correspondingto the decaysof the vector mesons p/w, tb,.
superimposedon a continuumwhich rises at low masses.If we could observean interactionvolume at
sufficiently high energydensityso that only quarksandgluonsarepresentandsufficiently largeso that
surfaceeffectscould be neglected,wewould not expectto see anydecaysof vectormesonssincethese
would have“melted”. The continuumwould be presentat a high leveldueto thermalradiationfrom
the quarkgluon plasma,as shownin fig. 6.4. We learntwo thingsfrom suchaspectrum.The continuum
gives usa measurementof the temperatureof the plasmaandthe peaksrevealthe presenceof vector
mesons.

Recentstudieshaveindicated that the abovepicture is probably over-simplified.The formation of
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Fig. 6.3. Data from Chicago Princeton II on the muon pair mass Fig. 6.4. Predictions for the electron pair mass distribution: (a) the
distributionshowinga continuumwell abovetheDrell—Yan prediction data from pp collisions during the p dominance and somedirect
for massesbelow 3GeV. continuum; (b) the prediction of a strong continuum and no

resonances,at very high temperature;(c) the predictionof a shiftedp

by Pisarski, in the deconfined phase below the chiral symmetry
restorationtransition.

the pion from a pair of quarksis governedby the breakingof chiral symmetry which will also be
restoredby high energydensitybut probably at considerablyhigher densities.There are, thus, three
phases:the hadron gas; an intermediatephase with quarks and gluons and also pions and their
resonances;andthe high temperaturequarkgluon phase.It hasbeenpredictedthat in the intermediate
phase,the massvalueof the p will beshiftedsubstantiallydownwardby the effect of the meanfield of
the quarkgluon plasma,while retaining a narrowwidth. This situationis illustratedby the curve(c) in
fig. 6.4. The observationof this effect would be a striking confirmation of the theory of symmetry
restoration.The 4’ mesonis presumablylessaffectedby chiral symmetrybecauseof the largemassof
the strangequarksandwe might supposethat it will disappearalreadyat the deconfinementtransition.
Correction for vector mesonsemittedfrom the surfacewill alwaysbe necessary.

Another interesting suggestion is to search for the disappearanceof the “blast wave” at
deconfinementtransition. The blastwave is the radial expansionof hadronsthoughtto be observedin
nucleus—nucleuscollisions.It is detectedby a shift in the inclusivespectraof pionsandprotons.As the
energydensity is raised,moreenergyis availablefor the blastwave,andits observationshouldbecome
clearer. Shuryakhaspredictedthat when the quarksand gluons aredeconfinedandoccupy onelarge
“bag”, the blast wavewill disappear.This is an attractiveexperiment,becauseit involves only the
comparisonof inclusive spectra.

Among the propertiesof the quarkgluon plasmawhich might give rise to grosseffectsin the event
structure,we might single out the extendedcolour fields. This makesthe quark gluon plasmaa bit like
ordinaryplasmaswith their couplingto electricalandmagneticfields. By analogy,it is easyto imagine
collective motions generatedin this plasma, particularly in eventswhere the impact parameteris
different from zeroanda largeangularmomentumis present.Thesemotionscould manifestthemselves
by chunksof materialbeingejectedwith largetotal transversemomentum.Given the largeamountof
energypresent,it is easyto obtainwhat we might call “super-jets”.Thesewould havemoretransverse
momentumthan would be possiblefor the ordinary jets from hardscatteringof hadronconstitutents.
Consequently,their observationwould be very easy, and a sure sign of collective effects, though it
would behard to identify the detailsof its origin.
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6.4. Detector ideas

The previoussectionshaveignored the practicalproblemsof measuringthe desiredquantities.Some
of theseproblemsare unusualin terms of normal high energyphysicsexperiments,and may require
novel solutions.In other cases,the peculiaritiesof the reactionsconsideredhere allow opportunities
for new experimentaltechniquesnot normally feasible.

The most striking feature of the events with very high energydensity is the large multiplicity
expected.The emulsion event in fig. 6.1 hasa peakvalue of about 200 chargedparticlesper unit of
rapidity. With suitable triggering andhigh luminosity, this numbermaydoubleor eventriple. This is
certainly a most obviousproblemwith conventionaltechniques,but also presentsseveralnew oppor-
tunities.Mostof section6.2dealtwith measurementsof energyflow, andboththelargeamountsof energy
beingdiscussedandthe very high multiplicities aregreatadvantagesfor the measurementof energyby
the calorimetrictechnique.Theenergyresolutionof awell-madecalorimeterimprovesas E112,andthe
imperfectionswhich exist in all real devicesaresubstantiallyamelioratedby havingthe energyspread
over many particlesratherthan afew. This advantagebecomesparticularlystriking whenthe energyis
to be subdividedin variousways. In fact, oncewe want a mapof the energyflow over all solid angles,
the largeamount of energyand high multiplicity becomevital in getting a good result. For example,
take a 200GeV/A 160 beam,with 3200GeV. A reasonable4ir solid angle calorimeterset up might
have1000 cells to mapthe energy,separatelyfor the approximatelyequalelectromagneticandhadronic
componentsectionsof thecalorimeter,or an averageof 1.6GeV/cell.A very goodcalorimeterwill then
give an energyresolutionin the averagecell of ±20%,with muchbetterresolutionin thecells with high
energy. The result would be a map of energy flow separatelyfor hadron and electromagnetic
components,a measurementwhich is not even consideredfor normal multiplicity events, but is
particularlyappropriatefor thesereactions,wherewe havereasonto suspecta substantialdirect photon
component.

Much of the work on individual particle spectradescribedin sections6.2 and 6.3 can be donewith
photonswherewe assumethat mostphotonscomefrom ir —~yy. Thesearevery convenientto measure
in high multiplicity events,becausethe measurementmaybe donecalorimetrically in two dimensional
arrayswith readout in the form of tiny towers.This is possiblebecauseof the small transverseextent
of the showersin sodiumiodide or bismuthgermanate.The use of thesematerialsalso allows a very
good energyresolution(<10%)to be maintainedat the low energiescharacteristicof targetfragments
and high multiplicity events. It is quite practical to provide such towers with an angular size
correspondingto iO~unitsover4ir. It is not suggestedthat iO~units actuallybeused,sincethestatistical
natureof the eventsallows valid conclusionsto be drawnby samplinga portion of the solid angle.The
representativecharacterof the areasamplecan be determinedby the informationfrom the calorimeter
which doescover41T. Alternatively, the calorimetercan be usedto trigger on eventswhichareoriented
so as to place somecharacteristicfeaturein the solid anglecoveredby the fine graineddetectors.

After all the abovehasbeen said,we must admit that we will want to know about the individual
chargedparticles, in order to identify pions, protons andkaons, to measuretwo and threeparticle
correlations,and soon. Evento usethe fine-grainedphotondetectors,it is desirableto know whether
the particle enteringa given tower was chargedor neutral.For the last purpose,we immediately see
that wewould like a chargedparticledetectorwith two dimensionalplanarread-outscorrespondingto
the towers of the fine-graineddetector. It would be possibleto do this by meansof a proportional
chamberwith cathodepadread-out.

Thiskind of geometryis so well suitedto ourproblemthat we aretemptedto go furtherandattempt
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to measuretrackanglesandionization densityin thisgeometry,perhapsonly for a fairly short lengthof
tracks. For tracks of relatively low momentum,this angle would suffice to determinethe sign and
momentum,andcombinedwith the fine-grainedtower signal,would allow us to identify slow ir, K and
p.

We havenotedbriefly the possibleimportanceof charmedparticleprobes.The verysmall transverse
dimension of the possible targetsand beams in fixed target experimentsallow us to consider very
powerful vertex detectors,particularly when looking at target fragments,which may make possible
someunusualexperimentson short-livedparticles.

Editorial note

TheBielefeld workshopon “quark matterformationandheavy ion collisions” held in May 1982 was
the occasionto discussexperimentalpossibilities,in particular at the CERN-SPS.The readeris referred
to its proceedingsfor adescriptionof thepromisingset-upswhichwereconsidered(WSPC,Singapore;eds.
M. JacobandH. Satz). Detaileddiscussionsof specific experimentaltechniquesfollowed different lines,
namelyLight ion physics,Photonandleptons,Fewparticlecorrelations,Peripheralinteractions,Inclusive
spectraandparticleidentification, Visual andimaging detectors,andLargesolid anglecalorimeters.
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7. Reviewon aa and ap interactions in the CERN-ISR

M.A. FAESSLER
CERN, Geneva,Switzerland

7.1. Introduction

In 1980 a specialrun with a particlestook place in the CERN IntersectingStorageRings (ISR). It
lastedonly oneweek,but a largeamountof datawas collectedby five experimentalteamsworking at
different intersectionregions.This report reviewssomeof the resultsandsomeof thetheoreticalefforts
relatingto them.Naturally, the topicsstudiedin the beginningweremainly inclusivedistributionsand
the like. Whilst evenat this level morework hasto be done,the data recordedby the largesolid-angle
detectorscall for moresophisticatedtypesof analysis.

To start,I will briefly sketchthe parametersof the run and give a surveyof the experiments.The a
beamswere acceleratedto the maximummomentum31.5 GeV/c per charge(15.7GeV/cper nucleon).
Theweek of data-takingwas divided into two halves.Onehalf was with a particles in both rings.The
c.m.energywas Vs = 125 GeV or, per averagenucleon—nucleoncollision, \/1~= 31.5GeV. Theother
half was with a’s in onering andwith 31.5GeV protonsin the otherring (c.m. energyVs = 88 GeV or
VsN~.~= 44GeV). The luminositieswere 3 x 1028cm2s~for aa collisionsand8 x 1029 cm2 ~ for ap
collisions.

Thefollowing experimentstook data usingvarioustriggers:
ExperimentRhO measuredir° productionat very largetransversemomentap’r with a superconducting
solenoidmagnetandlead-glassandlead/scintillatorsandwichshowercounters.
ExperimentR210 measuredsmall-angleelasticscatteringwith plasticscintillator and drift tubehodo-
scopes.
ExperimentR418measuredelasticscatteringat largerangles,inelasticinteractions,andlarge-p.

1.hadron
productionwith the Split-Field Magnet (SF’M) detector, which coversa solid angleclose to 4ir using
multiwire proportionalchambers(MWPCs).
ExperimentR806measuredir° productionat largep.1- with two liquid-argon/lead-platecalorimeters.
ExperimentR807measuredthe productionof hadronswith largep.1. andinelasticinteractionswith the
Axial-Field Magnet(AFM) detectorandtwo forwardcalorimeters.

A generalremarkis in orderexplainingwhy onefinds it interestingto operatewith high-energylight
ions, thus adding further complexity to the already complexnucleon—nucleon(NN) interaction.The
answerderivesfrom the fact that one introducesa controllablenumberof rescatteringsor multiple
interactions.Theiressentialfeatureis that theyoccurwithin the smallvolume of a nucleus,i.e. on space
andtime scalesof the orderof 1 fm or 1 fm/c.Thus,highly excitedor very short-livedstatesof hadrons
mayre-interact.It is this possibility of probing hadronsin statu nascendiwhich hasbeengenerating
interestin high-energynuclearinteractionssincemanyyears.The specific casefor light ions is given if
an exact knowledge of the internal nuclearstructure is required, and if one aims for a complete
expansionin multiple scatteringterms.
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Fig. 7.1. Multiple scatteringin nucleus—nucleuscollisions:(a) hadron—nucleustype, (b) parallelinteraction,(c) high-energydensity interaction.

Let us considerthe possibilitiesfor multiple interactionsin ap andaa interactions.In the first case
the incoming proton can interact, elastically or inelastically, with one to four nucleons.For aa
interactionswe can distinguishbetweenthreebasiccases(fig. 7.1):

(a) Onenucleonout of onea interactswith oneto four nucleonsout of the othera. Sincethis is the
sameas in pa, we call it the “proton—nucleustype” of interaction.

(b) Two to four nucleonpairs(with partnersfrom differentnuclei) can interactin parallel. If these
parallelinteractionsareindependenttheyaretrivial, and theresultcan bepredictedby convolutingthe
correspondingnumberof NN interactions.

(c) Two or morepairscould interactin the samespace-timevolume.Thus,high energyand matter
densitiesarereached.It is this sort of collisionon which hopesarebuilt that in heavyion collisions new
phasesof mattermaybecreated.

In order to be able to calculate the probability for the different multiple scatteringterms, a good
knowledgeof the nuclearwavefunction is needed.Our basicphilosophyis: We assumeor hopethat the
nuclearstructureis well known, and we want to use nuclei as a laboratoryfor studying high-energy
hadroninteractions.

The resultswill be presentedin thefollowing order:elastic scattering;normal inelasticinteractions;
and,finally, hardinteractionsleadingto particleswith largep-F. The first topic, elasticscattering,indeed
providesan excellentillustration for the generalremarkon the useof light nuclei.

7.2. Multiple elastic scattering andinelastic intermediate states

For the elastic scatteringof light ions we are provided with a very successfulmodel: Glauber’s
multiple scatteringmodel [1]. In short,the model takesthe NN scatteringamplitude andthe nuclear
structureas input, andpredictsthe amplitudefor scatteringfrom a nucleusas beingasuperpositionof
differentmultiple scatteringterms.

Severalpeoplehavepredictedthat at high energy,saySPSor ISR energies,the Glaubermodelneeds
a correctionbecauseof the occurrenceof intermediateinelasticstates(IIS) [2]. What IIS means is
shownin fig. 7.2c for the caseof doublescattering.After the first collision the projectileturns into an
excited state of massM, and after the secondor last collision it returnsto the ground state.The
intermediateexcitationhasto fulfil the coherencecondition

q=(M2—m2)/p
1~~<h/D,

Fig. 7.2. Proton—deuteronelasticscatteringterms: (a)single scattering,(b) double scattering,(c) rescatteringwith IIS.
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i.e. the momentumtransferq hasto besmallerthan the inversedistanceD betweenthe two scatterings
so as not to destroythe nucleusor the coherenceof theoutgoingwaves.The conditionimplies thatwith
increasing incoming momentumPinc, higher massesM can be reached.Therefore the described
mechanismfor IIS shouldintroducean energydependencein the elasticscatteringamplitude,on top of
the oneof the “elementary”NN amplitude.

The elastic scatteringcross-sectionsdu/dt as a function of the squaredmomentum transfer t

measuredby R210 [3] and R418 [4] are shown in fig. 7.3a,b. The t range coveredby the two
experimentsis complementary.In the caseof ap scattering(fig. 7.3a), the diffraction conebelow the
first diffraction minimum was measuredby R210, and the data abovethe minimum up to It! = 0.8
(GeV/c)2weremeasuredby R418. Thereis considerabledisagreementbetweenthe experimentsin the
smalloverlapregion nearthe minimum.The brokenline is a pureGlaubermodelcalculation,whilst the
solid line includesthe IIS. Thecalculationsweremadeby Proriolet al. [5]. In the region abovethefirst
dip, wherethe doublescatteringdominates,the correctionis of the orderof 20%. But the precisionof
the data is not sufficient to distinguishbetweenthe pureGlaubermodel andthe one with IIS.

The next picture (fig. 7.3b) shows aa elastic scattering. In the overlap region there is again a
considerabledisagreementbetweenthe two data sets,which shouldbe resolvedin afurther run. The
two curvesarecalculationsby Alberi et al. [6], onewithout and the otherwith IIS (broken and solid
lines,respectively).Herethe effect of the IIS correctionis quitestrong,sothat weshouldin principle be
able to fix the amountof uScorrectionafter the nextmeasurement.

Meanwhile,let us return to theory.The above-mentionedstoryof the uSseems,at afirst glance,like
an exampleof unnecessarycomplicationsarisingfrom the useof nucleartargets.Taking a secondlook,
we learn that this complication is necessary:the nucleusreveals the complicatedstructureof the
projectile.

The intermediatestatesare quantumfluctuationsof the incoming hadron.They are preciselythe
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Fig. 7.3. Differential elasticcross-sectiondrr/dt for: (a) apand(b) anscattering.
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oneswhich one identifies as the diffractive dissociationsof the hadron. Here, as IIS, they become
intermediatelyreal as long as thenucleusprovidesthe necessarymomentumtransferq to raisethem on
the massshell.Also, theyare preparedin quite a specific way. Thus one hasan independenttest for
modelsof the diffractive dissociation.

Theexperimentalsituationconcerningthe IIS is not clear.Experimentsat theCERN ISR [pd anddd
[7]] andat FNAL [pa [8]] claim to havefoundevidencefor the IIS. Morerecentexperimentsdisagree,
at least on the size of the effect [9, 10]. So it is necessaryto aim for more precisedata and for a
measurementof the energydependenceof the elasticcross-sectionsover the ISR energyrange.

7.3. Multiple inelasticinteractions

In fig. 7.4a,ba preliminary multiplicity distributionPN- of negativetracks in aa collisions is shown
and comparedwith the one in pp collisions at the sameV5~[R418 [11]]. Only negativetracks are
counted,becausefor thesethe detectoracceptanceis more homogeneousandbetter understood,and,
by chargeconservation(N’~ = 2N + Z1 + Z~),PN- is equivalentto P~h~Figure7.4 also showsa recent
calculation by Chao andPirner [12]. In their model, which is similar to the “Dual Fragmentation”
model of CapellaandTranThanVan or the “Two Sheet”modelof Chaoet al. [13,14], two colour-flux
tubes or “chains” are formed at the first inelastic NN interaction. In the second and following
interactions,only one additionalchain is formedeach time. The hadronizationof thesechainsfollows
simple stochasticlaws. The three free parametersof the model are adjustedto reproducethe pp
multiplicity distributionas a function of the energy.The distributionof multiple collisions is calculated
in ageometricalprobabilistic model.

The curveslabelled(a), (b), and(c) in fig. 7.4 indicatethe contributionsfrom the different classesof
multiple interactionsas shownin fig. 7.1; namely: (a) hadron—nucleus,(b) parallel,and(c) high-density
interactions.It is interestingto notethat, addingup all thesecontributions,onestill getsa distribution
which obeysKNO scaling remarkablywell, despitethe fact that the individual contributions— suchas
contribution(b)— do not obey KNO scaling.At high multiplicity the calculationis lower thanthe data,
which were preliminarily correctedfor acceptance,but the agreementis better with our later results.

(a) (b)
aa(’fi~r31GeV) , pp

0_c

101 . 10.1 . ~

10-2 - 10-2 .

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 0 5 10 15

n_ n_

Fig. 7.4. Multiplicity distributionof negativetracksfor: (a) aa and(b) pp inelasticinteractions.Thecurvesarecalculationsby ChaoandPirner[121
(seetext).
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One can see in fig. 7.4 that, according to the calculation, high multiplicities are mainly due to
multiple parallel interactions.This hasbeenalso shown experimentallyby R807 [15]. In order to
understandthis measurementonehasto seea sketchof the set-up.Theapparatus(fig. 7.5) consistsof a
centralscintillator hodoscopeandof two calorimeterssurroundingthe beamtubes,oneon eachside of
the intersection.This is only a small part of the AFM detector,but for the particular measurement
describedhere it was the only equipmentused.The barrel hodoscopemeasuresthe chargedparticle
multiplicity in the centralregion (rapidity y~< 1.7), andthe forwardcalorimetersmeasurethe energy
depositof particlesdeflectedfrom the beamby morethan22 mradandlessthan 111 mrad.The idea is
that non-interactingnucleonsgo down the beampipe, whilst interactingnucleons,togetherwith some
energeticsecondaries,interactin the calorimeter.

The correlationbetweenenergydeposit in the calorimeter and the multiplicity observedin the
counterhodoscopeis displayed in fig. 7.6. The correlation function in itself can be qualitatively
understoodas follows. As the multiplicity increases,the energydeposit first rises, becausemore
nucleonsparticipate in the interaction; then it decreases,becausemore energygoes into the central
region to angleslargerthan the calorimeteraccepts.The picture also showswhat can be obtainedby
convoluting two, three, or four independentpp multiplicity distributions. One observesthe same
dependenceof energydepositon multiplicity for aainteractionsas for four parallelpp interactions,at
very high multiplicity. Hence it can be concludedthat, in high multiplicity events,all four nucleonsof
eacha particleparticipatein the interaction.Moreover,the authors[15]concludethat thefour nucleon
pairs interact independently,but I am not sure whetherthe correlationis sensitiveto the (in)depen-
denceof theseinteractions.We should, and will, make a more detailedexaminationof thesehigh
multiplicity eventswhichcorrespondto centralcollisions,andstudyparticlecorrelations,flavourratios,
and the like. The questionis, what signal should onelook for in order to (dis)provethat the parallel
interactionsareindependent.Thisproblemis indeedquite similar, or evenrelated,to the oneof finding
a signal for the phasetransitionto quarkmatterin high-energy,heavy-ioncollisions.

The feature of inelastic hadron—nucleusand nucleus—nucleusinteractions which has probably
received most of the theoreticaland experimentalattention, is the inclusive distribution p(y) of
producedparticlesin longitudinal phasespace(e.g.rapidity y), or ratherthe changeof this distribution

0.2tM
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(4 SCINTILLAT~SI I — I — — -
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(44 SCINTILLATORS) ~ CAL.MODULE

x

Fig. 7.5. Set-upusedby R807 for theenergydeposit versusmultiplicity correlationshownin thenext figure.
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when onegoes from pp to pA or AA collisions. A region of particularinterestis the centralregion
(small y in the c.m. system).The central particlesare mostlyproducedby non-diffractiveprocesses.
Thusa measurementof the ratio

R~(ap/pp)= p(y)1,~Jp(y)1,~ and R~(aa/pp)= p(y)~jp(y)m.

at y = 0 representsan importanttest for modelsof non-diffractiveinteractions.The ratio can befairly

preciselydeterminedexperimentally.It was found [R418[16, 17]] that

R~(ap/pp)=1.18+0.07 and R~(aa/pp)=1.74+0.09.

The fact that the central ratio is larger than 1 for ap collisions is in my opinion the most direct
indication for the presenceof hadronconstituentsin soft interactions.(More generallythis would hold
for any hadron—nucleuscollision, providedthe energyis so high that the two fragmentationregionsare
well separatedandthe centralregion hasdeveloped.)

The valuesof the centralratio havebeenwell reproducedor predictedby threetheoreticalgroups
[13, 18, 19]. Their models have one common feature: they assumemultiple, parallel constituent-
interactions.For the rest they are quite different, so perhapsthe real test for them is how well they
explain the ratio R5 at otherrapidities.However, I will not discussthe resultsfor R~now, sincethere
are still some experimentaldifficulties with R~outsidethe central region— for instance,one should
ratherusethe particledensityP(Y)NN (whereN is 50% protonand 50% neutron)in the denominatorof
R~(aa/NN).Strongeffectsdueto the different isospinor quark compositionof a’s andp’s overshadow
the effects of multiple scatteringwhich onewants to study at large rapidities.Thereare two ways of
overcomingthis problem.Oneis to useexistinginformationon chargeflow in pp interactions(fraction
of ~ to ir andof p to irk). The otheris to measurepd anddd interactionsin the ISR. We intendto go
both ways.
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7.4. Hard inelastic interactions

It was not such avery long time agothat somepeoplecould assumethe A-dependenceof the particle
productioncross-sectionatlargePTtObethesameasthatof the totalcross-section,namelyapproximately
proportionalto A213.A systematicmeasurementof theA-dependenceof thecross-sectionasafunction of
PT, carriedoutby theChicago—PrincetonCollaborationatFNAL [20,21], thereforeled to asurprise:when
the A-dependenceof the cross-sectionwasparametrizedas

dr/dp-r=~

the power a(p-r) was found to increasewith p-
1~from about 0.8 to 1.1—1.3, dependingon the speciesof

the triggerparticle. This behaviourwas later confirmedin otherexperiments[22].
In the frameworkof partonmodels,the rise of a(pT)to avalueof 1 hasbeenreadily anticipated[23].

The basic subprocessleading to large-p-1-particle production is supposedto be large-angleelastic
scatteringof point-like partons.Sincethe cross-sectionis very small, thereshouldnot be any shadowing
andhencethe cross-sectionshouldbe proportionalto A

1 andnot to A21’3.
Theriseof a(pT) above 1 for p-r largerthan2 GeV/c is harderto explain. This “anomalousnuclear

enhancement”(ANE), as it was called, stimulatedconsiderabletheoreticalactivity. Many mechanisms
havebeen discussed,such as the formation of severalnucleonsinto big bags, the influenceof Fermi
motion or othercollectiveeffects [24], and last but not least,multiple scatteringof partons[25]. Since
for severaltheoreticalandexperimentalreasons(e.g.Drell—Yan pair productionfrom nucleartargets)
the other explanationshavebeenalmost ruled out, suspicionhasfocusedon the multiple scattering—
morespecifically, multiple hardscattering— of partons.

One of the motivationsfor the experimentwith a particles in the ISR was that the (so far, only
inclusive)measurementswith nucleartargetscould beimplementedby acompletestudyof the structure
of the final stateafter a hardinteraction.

We shall neverthelessfirst havea look at the inclusivedistributionobtainedby the ISR experiments
with a particles. All experimentsapplied old-fashioned,single-particle,large-p-

1. triggers, where the
trigger jet hasa small but well-understood“trigger bias”, but the eventsare “jetty”. In fig. 7.7 the
invariant cross-sectionfor negativetracks, which are mostly (70%) pions measuredby R418 [26], is
shown togetherwith the ir° cross-sectionmeasuredby R806 [27] for ap andaa interactions.Also
shownfor comparisonarethe cross-sectionsfor pp interactionsat thesameV5NN [28].

TheratiosR~andR~to the pp cross-sectionwhere,for instance,

R - = (1/a) d
2u/dydp~.(ap)

‘~T\ppl (1/a)d2o/dydp~.(pp)’

are shown in fig. 7.8. The different experiments[26, 27, 29] agreeon a ratio R~(ap/pp)= 4± 1 for
pr> 1 GeV/c (seefig. 7.lOa).The ratio oneexpectsto find by using a(pT)from the FNAL experiment
[21] is indicatedin fig. 7.8a(solid curve).Whilst atP-r<4 GeV/c the experimentalpointscan be said to
be consistentwith this curveas well (aswith a factor of 4), at higher p~the ~° aresignificantly lower.
Onereasonfor this couldbe that the comparisonof the ap—*~° data((y~= 0.35)with the pp—p ir° data
(~y~= 0.0) was not madeat the samerapidity.

The ratio R~(aa)for aa interactionsis shown in fig. 7.8b. It rises above 16 with increasingp-p.
SukhatmeandWilk [30]havederiveda relationbetweenthe ANE in pA andin AA collisions from the
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assumptionthat the mechanismcausingthe ANE is multiple scattering.The curve in fig. 7.8b is their
prediction for aa. The experimentalpoints show some significant deviations from this prediction.
Firstly, at lower p-1. the solid triangles[ratio of R418 aadataat y = 0.6 to pp dataat y = 0.6 [28]] rise
much faster with p-1.. This could be a fault of the pp data, as new measurementsof the AFM
Collaboration [31] indicatethat the cross-sectionsat y = 0.6 (from ref. [28]) are too low. Secondly,at
high p-1. the dataof RhO [29] increasebeyondthe theoreticalprediction. If this trendis confirmed,it
couldeventuallysignify that somethingvery interestingis goingon in nucleus—nucleuscollisions.

I will showonly two examplesof the work done on the structureof the final state.One is the Xe

distributionof particlesin the centralregion,whereXe is definedas

x~= ~~PT p-1.(trigger)/~p~(tngger)~,

i.e. ~~Xe is the p-1- of a track in the direction and in units of the trigger p-1-. The secondexampleis the
momentumflow of particlesfor varying trigger conditions.

The Xe distributionsshould test whetherparton rescatteringplays any important role in large-p.r
particleproductionfrom nucleartargets.Oneexpects,in this case,that thep-1. of the triggerparticle(or
rathertrigger jet) is balancedby two or moremedium-hardaway jets insteadof onehardjet in a single
partonscatteringevent(fig. 7.9). Consequently,the Xe distributionshouldget steeperat largeXe on the
awayside. The Xe distributionsfor apandaa interactionsare shownin fig. 7.lOa,bfor eventswith a
triggerP-r largerthan3 GeV/c.NegativeXe correspondto trackson the trigger side,positiveXe to tracks
on the away side. The broken lines indicatethe x~distributionin pp interactions(Vs = 63 GeV, data
taken by the Annecy (LAPP)—CERN—Dortmund—Heidelberg—Paris(College de France)—Warsaw
(ACDHPW) Collaboration but analysedwith the same programs as those for the ap and aa
distributions).Superimposedon the figuresarethe “xe distributions”in minimumbiasevents,whereXe

was calculatedwith respectto a fictitious trigger particlewith the samep-’- and 4’ distribution as the
large-p-1.trigger track in large-p-1- events.All distributions scalequite well and thereis no statistically
significant sign for a steepeningat highxi,. (There is, however,a steepeningat low Xe in aa interactions,
which can be explainedby the generalriseof the particledensityat low pt.) Whatsensitivity havewe
reached?To give arathercrudeestimate:the backgroundof particlesnot belongingto the awayjet is
supposedlylow at Xe � 0.5. (Consideras a measurefor this backgroundthe Xe distributionin minimum
bias events.)Owing to the steepfall of the Xe distribution, oneor two jets with half the momentumof
the triggerjet wouldyield virtually no particlesat x~� 0.5. Thereforethe decreaseatx~,� 0.5 shouldbe
roughly proportionalto the admixtureof multiple scattering;that is, if welook at the ratio R~(ap/pp)
or R5~(aa/pp)(seefig. 7.lOc,d),the decreasebelow 1 at high x~,shouldbe proportionalto the amountof
multiple partonscattering.We can seefrom thegraphsthat this amountis around20+20%for ap and

p1 p1 -trigger jet trigger jet -

b)/

~et

Fig. 7.9. Presumedjet structureof thefinal statefor (a) single and(b) doublehard-partonscatteringin Pr versusPy plane.
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50+50% for aaevents.But in our comparisonwe haveneglectedthe different “trigger biases”of our
eventsamples.As the c.m.energyVs~decreasesfrom pp (63GeV) to ap (44GeV) to aa(31.5GeV),
the trigger bias increases,i.e. the fraction of the trigger jet momentumcarriedby the trigger track
increases.Taking the trigger biasproperly into account,the ratio will presumablytendto be closerto 1.
A noticeablesteepeningoccurs at the trigger side (negativexc); this can also be attributed to the
increasingt~gerbiasgoing from pp to ap and aa,andit actuallyprovidesa qualitativeproof that the
effectiveVs~decreases.(In somemodelsinvoking collective nucleoninteractionsor Fermi motion,
the effective VSNN for large-PTparticleproductionwould be higherthan the average

Thelast pictures(fig. 7.11)showacomparisonof the momentumflow, (l/u)p~do-!dp~versusp~,in
ap eventsfor four different triggerconditions(pa, = the longitudinal momentumalongthe beamaxis). Is
thereanycorrelationbetweenthe spectatorprotonsout of the aandthe large-p.1.trigger?Thepeakof
the spectatorprotonscan be very clearlyrecognizedon the positivePy sideat 15 GeV/c.We observea
shrinkageof this peak in the caseof a positive trigger on the a side, and an increasefor a negative
trigger on the a side, comparedwith the contentsof the spectatorpeakin minimumbias events.One
should properly subtract the steepshoulder below the spectatorpeak. This significant correlation
between trigger particle and proton spectatorssuggestsa direct involvement of valence quarks.
Presumably,if the trigger particle was positive and on the a side, the interactingnucleonwas more
likely aproton,for a negativetrigger morelikely a neutron.

7.5. Summaryand outlook

This surveyon resultsfrom the apandaasurvey runsin the ISR is, naturally, incomplete.Some of
the resultshavebeenomittedbecausethey havealreadybeenreportedelsewhere[11, 16, 17, 32, 33];
otherresults,becausetheyaretoo preliminary. So I havenot discussedsomeinterestingtopicssuch as
the double Pomeroninteraction in aa collisions, the search for multibaryon resonancesin the a
fragmentation,the study of two-particlecorrelations,or the analysisof K°andA production.

Although it is astonishinghow much data could be obtainedfrom two 60-hourruns andhow much
morephysicscan be extractedfrom thesedata,we havealreadyencounteredthe needfor moredataat
severalinstances,We hope to haveanotherrun with light ions in the ISR in the nearfuture. Some
importantgoalsof this next run will be: measurementsof pd anddd interactions,whichwill provideus
with an ideal comparisonfor pa and aa minimum bias interactions(seeend of section 7.3), as for
large-p.rinteractions;ameasurementof theelasticdifferentialapanderacross-sectionsat lower energy;
increasedstatisticsfor large-PTera interactions.In view of the new measurements,we are about to
improvethe forward telescopesat the Split-Field Magnetdetectorby addingmorechamberplanesfor
chargedparticle detectionandtwo hadroncalorimetersfor the taggingof neutronspectators.
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